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Abstraet--A variation-free method for global solution of differential games is proposed. The method is 
based on the integral global optimization algorithm and it does not employ variation-based techniques 
nor the notion of convexity. The existence of a saddle-point is not assumed a priori. Instead, the method 
delivers the global minimax and maximin solutions for both players. A necessary and sufficient global 
minimax condition is presented. An application is made to the solution of nonlinear pursuit--evasion 
games. The ideas are illustrated by examples. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Traditional methods of differential games and optimal control are based on some kind of 
variational optimality condition [1-10] which is applied either to find right away a locally optimal 
solution or to arrange for an approximation process. Most of currently used conditions are 
variation-based, thus, requiring certain smoothness and convexity assumptions, complete infor- 
mation about the state of the system and, sometimes, the existence of certain continuously 
differentiable auxiliary function [1, 8], or other properties [3, 9]. The method developed in this 
research delivers imultaneously the global minimax and maximin values and the set of all globally 
optimal controls atisfying iven constraints. Moreover, it does not require the convexity of regions 
and/or functionals involved, nor their smoothness, nor complete information about he state of the 
system. To develop such a method, one has to abandon the use of the calculus of variations and 
related techniques, including the gradient-based analysis and the Taylor series. Certain new ideas 
and approaches should be exploited. 
1.1. Formulation of a Differential Game 
Consider a system with conflicting controls (a game): 
dx 
g =-~ = f(x,t ,  ul,u2), t ~[h, tr], X(to)= Xo~R", (1.1) 
where x is the state n-vector, t = time, to and tf are initial and final moments respectively. The game 
is played in a bounded playing domain A with the possibility of a temporary departure from A 
into a larger region f~ ~ A, if necessary. The control values ul(t) E U; c R m, are to be chosen by two 
players i = l, 2 from known compact sets U~. There is given a compact simply connected target 
set O(t) c A which may depend on time. The sets 0 and f~ are assumed to be robust which means 
that 
closure (interior f~) = closure [2 (1.2) 
and similarly for 0(t) for all t ~ [to, tf]. For example, 0 or fl may be finite unions of closed 
n-dimensional balls and cubes (simply connected for the pursuit-evasion games). Such a set is 
obviously compact and robust; the same set with the addition of a closed arc would also be compact 
but nonrobust. For more on robustness see [11]. We note that compactness of fl is not needed. 
tDuring this research in Autumn 1986 this author was a guest of the Universit6 du Qu6bec fi Montr6al supported by the 
International Scientific Exchange Award of the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. 
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If one defines capture as 6-proximity, 6 small, to the target set 0 and agrees to accept 
6-approximate values instead of the exact minimax and maximin values, then compactness of
can also be dropped. For simplicity of exposition, we assume 0 to be compact. 
Consider the cost functional 
ft'o'fO(t,x[t],u(t)) J(ul ('), u2 (")) = ~th (h, x [tl]) + fl dt, (1.3) 
with some t~ ~< tr that may be fixed and with given ~t I> 0, fl >t 0. Here we use the notation 
x[t] = x(t, x0, to, ul('), u2(')), x[t0] = x0. (1.4) 
Rules to select controls u~('): [to, tr]~ U~ are called strategies P~(.) which may be set valued: 
P~(.): R"× R~nonempty  subsets of Ui, i=  1, 2. (1.5) 
For each (x, t) the notation P~(x, t) means a particular subset of Ui, so that we can write 
ui(t) ~ P~(x, t)~_ U~. In the case of single-valued feedback strategies, Pi(x, t) is a point in U~, so that 
we write ui(t) = P~(x, t); in this case we sometimes identify P~(x, t) = u~(x, t) and use the words 
"strategy" and "control" as synonyms, to avoid repetition; this should not cause any confusion. 
With the controls thus defined, the system (l.1) becomes a contingent equation (differential 
inclusion): 
~ {f(x, t, u,, u2)Jui(t) ~ P~(x, t)_c Ui, i = l, 2}. (1.6) 
For a particular ealization of u,(.), u2(') this inclusion gives rise to the realization system: 
dx 
:~ = --~ = g(x ,  t )  = f (x ,  t, ut(t), u2(t)), t ~ [t0,tf], X(to)  = Xo e R ~. (1.7) 
We assume that, given X(to) = x0, the equation (1.6) satisfies tandard conditions uch that there 
exists a unique absolutely continuous olution 
x(', x0, to, u,('), u:(')): [to, tr]~R" 
for every chosen ul ("), u2 (') (see next phrase) and almost all t in the sense of Filippov [12, 13]. We 
also assume that the function f ( .  ) and strategies P;(. ) are such that all solutions can be continued 
until t = tf or until t = t*~< tf when they touch the boundary tg0 and the play is considered 
terminated. Sufficient conditions under which there exists a unique solution over the whole segment 
[to, tf] for every realization system (1.7) of the inclusion (1.6) can be found, e.g. in [4, 5]. This defines 
the admissible classes of functions and strategies: 
(f, P,) ~ (~, ~). 
If we set ~ = 0, fl = 1 in (1.3) and regard the capture as a separate issue not included in the cost 
functional, then there may be two situations. 
Situation L Given X0___A-0, there exists P J ( ' )e~l  such that, no matter what P : ( ' )e~2,  
the solutions reach 0 for all x0 ~ X0-  A - /] .  Then Player 1 wants to determine a subset of such 
suitable (successful) strategies {P~ (.)} m ~1 and to minimize J, if possible, over this subset {PI (.)}. 
Player 2 wants to maximize J over his class ~2 of admissible strategies. Here we take t~ = t* ~< tf 
in (1.3) where t* = t*(xo, to, u~(.), u2(.)) is the first moment he solution touches the boundary: 
x It*] e a0. 
Situation IL Given )C0- A - 0, there exists P2 (.) e ~2 such that, no matter what PI (.) e ~l, the 
solutions do not reach 0 for any x0 e X0- A - 0. Then Player 2 wants to determine a subset of such 
suitable (successful for him) strategies {/)2(.)}_ ~.  
This is the standard formulation of a pursuit-evasion differential game [1-7, 14]. If we exclude 
the capture as an issue and consider the problem of min max J only, then we have a loss-profit 
game (a differential game of survival [5]). 
A difficulty in the above approach is that the solution of a non optimal pursuit--evasion game 
(i.e. without rain max J) is in itself a serious problem which was the topic of scores of papers [14]. 
Using the integral global optimization method, one can solve the general pursuit--evasion game in 
the following way. 
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First, consider the functional 
J*(ul('), u2(')) = h*(fi, x[fi]) = rain [Ix[ill - z  [[. (1.8) 
ze~(q) 
This is (1.3) with ~ = l, p = 0 and a distance functional h*(.) which is well defined, given a choice 
of u~(.), u2(') in (1.4). 
If 
max rain J* > 0, (1.9) 
u2EU 2 U l rU  I 
then we have Situation H and evader wins. 
If 
min max J* = 0, (1.10) 
UleU I u2EU 2 
then we have Situation I (capture) and the pursuer, Player 1, can determine the set {Pl(')} = 
of his successful (capturing) strategies against all optimal strategies of the evader, Player 2. 
In the latter case and after solving (1.10), the players continue and solve the problems with the 
functional (1.3): 
Player 1: min max J; (1.11) 
Ul e ~PI( ' )  u2eU 2 
Player 2: max min J, (1.12) 
u2~U2 Ul~ vPl( ')  
where u P~(.)_~ U~ c R"t is a subset in U1 corresponding to the set of all capturing strategies 
{Pl(')} c: ~1. 
Each player knows the target set O(t), the functions, f, f0, h, both sets UI, Us and the control 
of the opponent. Each player presumes that the opponent plays best moves. In (1.11), (1.12) the 
player indicated vis-fi-vis the problem plays first which corresponds to his worst situation in the 
absence of a saddle set. In fact, if the opponent always plays optimally, then the players do not 
need and do not use the information about the opponent's control [15]. Using the integral global 
optimization method, the players can obtain the exact global solutions of their respective problems 
(1.11), (1.12). We emphasize that already in (1.10) Player 1 needs to determine not only one 
capturing strategy but the entire set {PI(.)} of such strategies in order to carry out his solution 
(1.11). This task cannot be accomplished with the help of traditional point-to-point iterative 
methods nor with variational methods based on local information, if the problem is not strictly 
convex .  
Alternatively, if we accept 6-precise approximate solutions, then we have only one problem of 
rain max J according to (1.3), (1.4), (1.1) with a distance function h*(.) of (1.8) substituted for 
h(')  in (1.3), with parameters ~ > 0,/~ > 0, having the ratio ct//~ big enough to ensure the priority 
of capture which should be defined for the case not as x[q]~O(fi) but as h*(fi, x[fi])~< 6, 6 > 0 
small. Leaving details for future research, we consider here a method for finding the exact global 
solution of a general differential game given by (1.1) with (1.3), or (1.10), (1.11), (1.12), or a 
combination of those. Under the exact global solution we mean the global minimax and maximin 
values (different, if there is no saddle point) and the set of all corresponding minimaximizing and 
maximinimizing strategies. 
Remark 
We do not formally introduce Lebesgue measurable control functions for the following reason. 
Suppose ul ( ') is a measurable function on [to, tf] in the strict sense: it is measurable and there exists 
t '~ (to, fi), t~ = rain(t*, tO, such that in some interval (t' - d, t') = [to, fi], d > 0, the function u~(') 
has infinitely many discontinuities (in other words ul (.) is measurable and not piecewise continuous 
on [to, riD. Suppose ul(.) is in action up to and including t'. Then at some t ~ (t' - d, t') or earlier 
the control system of Player 1 fails and equation (1.1) ceases to exist as a model of a physical system 
although it can be I.xbesgue integrated over [ t ' -d ,  t']. Thus, an active control function u(.), 
i.e. a driving force, can be at most piecewise continuous. The integral global optimization method 
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(see the sequel) which provides strategies to select active controls is employed in such a manner 
so as to produce piecewise continuous controls at every iteration. Measurable functions are usually 
used in models that describe an average behavior of some collective phenomena; such models are 
not considered here. Measurable controls with infinitely many discontinuities may be required to 
provide for the mathematical existence of optimizing elements yielding the value of J in (1.3) which 
in this case does not reflect a physical reality but only a bound for values actually obtained with 
piecewise continuous controls. In this situation we allow measurable controls as mathematical tools 
without any specific mention about it. 
1.2. Example of Inapplicability of Classical Methods 
If the game problem is strictly convex (i.e. the sets U~, U2 are convex and the functional 
J(ul('), u2(')) is strictly convex-concave), then under heavy conditions (see A-F, pp. 269-270 in 
[16]) of the so called "regular synthesis" [17] the solution can be obtained with the help of the 
Isaacs-Bellman equation. However, even in this case the traditional methods cannot be used for 
systems under some mild restrictions. To illustrate the point, we briefly reproduce an example from 
[18]. Consider the problem of stabilizing a linear oscillator 
"~l ~--- X2, "~2 = --Xl + U; Xl(0) = Xl0, X2(0) = X20 (1.13) 
and minimizing the functional 
J(u) = i ;  (ax2 + bx2 + cu2) dt, (a, b, c = const > 0). (1.14) 
The system is completely controllable, and for the Bellman function 
W(xl, x2) = min J (1.15) 
u 
we have the equations: 
dW ~W 
x2 + -~x2 (--xl + Uo) + ax 2 + bx 2 + cu 2 = 0, (1.16) 
Oxt 
~x + 2cuo = 0, (1.17) 
2 
of which (1.17) is the result of taking minimum in (1.16) with respect o the control u, and u0 is 
the unique minimizing control. Solving (1.16), (1.17) for W and u0, we obtain 
W = (c + a)l/2[b - 2c + 2(c 2 + ac)t/2]l/2x 2 + 2[ -c  + (C 2 + aC)I/2]XIX2 
+ [bc - 2c 2 + 2c(c 2 + ac)l/2]t/2x 2, (1.18) 
1 
u 0 = - -  {[ -c  + (c 2 + ac)l/2]xl + [bc - 2c 2 + 2c(c 2 + ac)l/2]l/2X2}. (1.19) 
C 
We see that the optimal control u0 depends on both coordinates Xl and x2. 
Suppose that only velocity x2 can be measured (which is the case in most practical problems), 
so that we have to find an optimal regulator depending on x2 alone. This is a mild restriction 
(for the case) yielding a system with incomplete information. If we simply drop the first term 
containing x~ in (1.19), the resulting control will still stabilize the system but not optimally, 
see below. 
Let us look for the optimal regulator in the form 
U* = --px2, p = const. (1.20) 
Putting (1.20) into (1.13), solving the closed loop system and computing (1.14), we obtain that 
for any p > 0 the closed loop system is asymptotically stable, the integral in (1.14) converges and 
has the value: 
a+b 
J(x,0, x20, p) = ½[(a + c)x~o + CX2o]p + ~ (X~o + X~o) + ax,oX2o. (1.21) 
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From the equation ~Jldp = 0 we find the extremal value 
p* F (a + b)(x o + X o)] '/2, 
= ¥ A 
(1.22) 
which yields the minimum in (1.21) since d2j/~p2> 0 for p =p*.  
We note that u* of (1.20), (1.22) depends on initial data xm, x~0, whereas u0 of (1.19) does not. 
It means that a regulator obtained from (1.19) by dropping the term containing xl is, generally, 
not optimal. There is also one profound consequence of this dependence on initial data. If one asks 
himself whether there is a modification of the Bellman equation (1.16), such that would render it 
applicable to the above simple system with incomplete information, the answer is negative since 
dependence on the initial data in (1.22) means that the optimality principle, as formulated in [8], 
is invalid for the above system with velocity measurements only. In fact, for x,0 = 0, x20 ~ 0, a = 2, 
b = 14, c = 2 it is shown in [18] by straightforward calculation that the control u*(t) corresponding 
to (1.20), (1.22) is optimal with respect o (1.14) for the whole trajectory and yields 
J(u*(.)) = (2x~ + 14x~ + 2u .2) dt = 4~/'2X~o = min, (1.23) 
[0, oo) 
whereas the same control u*(t) is not optimal for any remaining semi-trajectory in the sense that 
f / (2x  2 + 14x~ + 2u .2) dt > min for T > 0, (1.24) any 
[T, ~) 
with the understanding that initial conditions in (1.24) are those resulting from (0, x~0) in (1.13) 
after time T > 0. 
On the basis of known relationship between the maximum principle and dynamic programming 
(see [16], pp. 288-293), and more recent paper [19], one can conclude that the maximum principle 
is also inapplicable for systems with incomplete information. The same is true about the necessary 
Weierstrass condition of a strong minimum which in appropriate setting is equivalent o the 
maximum principle, [20]. We see that classical variational methods cannot solve global control 
problems, nor even local optimal control problems under incomplete information. It is quite 
natural, if we recall that those methods were not devised for such problems: they are based on 
complete local information, on certain choice of variations and on appropriate "regularity" 
conditions to make those variations possible. In contrast with this, there are global methods 
[11, 15, 21-31] that do not use the concept of variation, nor convexity, that are indifferent o most 
currently considered regularity conditions and, nevertheless, deliver (in the limit) the exact global 
minimum and the set of all globally minimizing controls. In this research we apply one of those 
methods [11] to the global solution of general (nonconvex, nonsmooth) differential game problem. 
We note that there are other methods [32, 33], see also the bibliography in [33], that find the global 
minimum value and one of global minimizers. Due to the second minimization over {Pj(.)} in 
(1.1 I), (1.12) such limited global solution cannot be used for pursuit--evasion games in a non strictly 
convex situation. It is also of limited interest for loss-profit games. For this reason we do not 
consider methods of limited global optimization in this research. 
2. CONTROL SET SPECIF ICATIONS 
Let us now specify the set G of admissible controls in such a way that we could actually construct 
an iterative variation-free global optimization algorithm that would deliver physically realizable 
optimal strategies for each player. 
For an iterative process we need a separable metric space, and a convenient choice is the space 
L2(to, tf). We take tf < oo, thus, L~(to, t I) is complete. It contains, however, unbounded functions 
that are not appropriate for application as controls in (1.1). We, therefore, discard such functions 
and specify the restrictions u~(t) e U~ c R m, as follows: 
lu(/)[ ~ M, M > 0 given, t ~[t0, tf], (2.1) 
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where u(t) is used generically for both ui(t), i = 1, 2. Thus, we define 
G = {u Ju(') e L2[to, tf]; lu(t)l ~< M, t e [to, t:]}. (2.2) 
Here u(.) denotes the equivalence class of functions {u*(-)) e L2[t0, tf] such that 
f f  [uS(t) - u(t)] 2 dt = 0, 
0 
although uS(t) ~ u(t). The set G is composed of such equivalence classes that contain a piecewise 
continuous function as its representative for which the values u(t) can be computed and satisfy 
the condition l u(t)[ ~< M everywhere in [to, t:]. It is these representatives that are meant under the 
notation u(t). 
In the space R" of (1.1) we use the Euclidian metric denoted 
pI(X2,X1)-'~" I[X2-- XI'[ [ ~ (xiv X~)2] 1/2 = - . (2.3) 
i=[ 
Here x2, xl may depend on a parameter, say on t, in which ease one may fix the parameter 
(obtaining variable distance) or take the supremum, e.g. over [to, t:] obtaining the metric analogous 
to that of C[to, t:]. 
In the space L2(to, t:) we use the L2-metric denoted 
p2(U2, Ul) = I[ U2 - -  U1112 = - -  U l ( t ) ]  2 dt . (2 .4)  
The set G of (2.2) contains essentially measurable (i.e. not piecewise continuous) functions. In 
the iterative process we shall use expansions of controls in series over orthonormal systems of 
piecewise continuous functions. Since at each iteration only finite sums of such series will be 
involved, so the non piecewise continuous measurable controls will never appear and are retained 
in G for theoretical purposes. 
It is clear that G is not compact. Indeed, an orthonormal system {q~(.)} ¢L2[to, t/I, Iq~(t)l <~ M 
(e.g. trigonometric system for M>_.l) contains no convergent subsequence uk(')=q~k('), 
k= l ,2  . . . . .  
Lemma 2.1 
G is closed in L2[t0, ty]. For a proof see [11]. 
Remark 2. I 
The set G of (2.2) has empty interior in the p2-metric. Indeed, every ~/-neighborhood f a given 
u0('), i.e. a set of such u(.) that 
St f [U(I) -- u0(t)] 2 dt< r/, 
0 
contains unbounded controls. It means that G is not robust nor inf-robust (see definition in [11]) 
in p2-metric, therefore, one cannot employ those neighborhoods and care should be taken in 
constructing the appropriate Q-measure in G, see the next section. 
We shall need in the sequel the following Lemma (see [29]). 
Lemma 2.2 
If u,(')--*Uo(') in p2-metric, u,(.)eG, uo(')eG, then in (1.1) x,[t]--*xo[t] uniformly, i.e. in 
p:metric, where x,[t], x0[t] are the solutions of (1.1) for u,('), u0(') respectively. 
2.1. Compactness of Control Sets of Positive Resolution and of General Decision Sets 
For game problems we need compact decision sets. Let us introduce the subsets U = G, V c G 
which are supposed to be compact and known to both players. We assume that u~(.) e U, u2(') • V 
(the sets U, V of functions should not be confused with the finite dimensional subsets U~, U2 above; 
namely, if ul(')e U, u2(')e V, then u1(t)• Ul, u2(t)• U2 for all t e[to, tf]). 
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As proved by Kolmogorov (see [34]), a set ~ c L 2 [/0, if] is compact if and only if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) there is a constant K > 0 such that 
Ilu(')llz=p2(u,O) = lu(t)12dt <<.K for all u ( . )e~;  (2.5) 
0 
(2) for every ? > 0, there is a 6 > 0 such that 
II u - uh 112 < ~' (2.6) 
for 0<h <6 and for all u ( - )e~,  where 
uh(t) = u(~) dr. (2.7) 
dt -h  
It is assumed that outside of [to, t:] the function u(~) is identically zero; u(~) -- 0, T ¢ [to, t:], so 
that the integral in (2.7) is well defined. 
The condition (2.5) clearly holds for all elements of G (2.2). Using the second condition 
(2.6)-(2.7), one can specify the compact sets U c G and V c G. 
Consider a piecewise continuous function y(t) given over [to, t:] and extend it outside [to, t/l, 
letting y(t) = y(to), if t < to, and y(t) = y(tz), if t > tr. Such a function defined over the whole axis 
will have a finite number, say N, of jumps at points t, . . . . .  tN within [to, t:]. 
Let 
v=min l t i - t j l ,  l <~i,j<<.N. 
i ,#j 
If we have a finite family {y,(t)}, s = 1 . . . . .  m, of such functions then each function has its own 
vs > 0, and we define for the whole family 
v= min v ,>0 
I~s~ra  
which we shall call the "resolution" number. A continuous function or a piecewise continuous 
function with only one jump have, by definition, the resolution v = + oo. 
Definition 2.1 
A set of functions {y(.)} is said to be of positive resolution, if there is v > 0 such that the 
interval (t, t + v) contains no discontinuities other than one jump for every y( . )  and any 
t e ( -oo ,  +~) .  
It is clear that a measurable function with positive resolution is, in fact, a piecewise continuous 
function, An essentially measurable function mentioned in Remark 1.2 which has infinitely many 
jumps over a finite segment is a function of zero resolution v = 0. A sequence of piecewise 
continuous functions {ys(t)}, s = 1 . . . . .  may have zero resolution, if 
lim min vs=0, 
m~oo I ~s~m 
although each finite subset of those functions has, clearly, positive resolution. 
Lemma 2.3 
If a set ~ = G of piecewise constant functions has positive resolution, then it is compact in itself 
with respect o the metric P2. 
Proof Since the first condition (2.5) holds for all functions u(.) e G, we need to check the second 
condition (2.6)-(2.7). Consider a piecewise constant function with one jump only, defined as 
follows: 
u(t )=Scl  if t<a ,  te ( -oo ,+oo) ,  ae(to, tz) 
(2.8) 
c2 if t ~ 17, C2 # Cl, el, C2 = const. 
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For this function we have the following: 
If t<o ' -h ,  thenu(t)=-uh(t) -c l ;  
If t> la+h,  then u( t )=uh( t )=c : .  
I fa -h~<t~<a,  then 
~_.~It+h ~_~_~(Ior ;f+h )C1.JI_C2 C2 
uh(t)= u(z)dz = c Idz + c2d~ = (t -or); 
.2,-, -h 2 +'~ 
I fa~<t<a+h,  then 
,(;: ;:++ uh(t) = j~-h u(z) dz = ~-~ -h C 1 dz + c2 d~ = 2 2h (t - (r). 
Now, due to (2.9), (2.10), we evaluate 
f+ f+++ Ilu - u, 112, = lu(t)--uh(t)12dt <<. lu( t ) -uh(t )12dt  o do-h 
;: f:++ = [el  - uh( t ) ]  ~ a t  + [e2 - u+( t ) ]  ~ at -h 
,)o-ht_ 2 ~-h ( t -o )  dt+ 
= ~h[3(e~ - c l )  ~ + el ~ + cf l .  
;o+h r~ ~ c 12 
L___f___+ ~|~2- -  ~l I (t -- O) dt 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
From the calculation of (2.12) we note that the value of IL u - Uh ]12 is defined (concentrated) in the 
interval (a - h, a + h). 
Consider the set • c G of all piecewise constant functions of G with its resolution umber v > 0. 
According to Definition 2.1, each u(.) ~ ~ can have no more than N = ( i f -  to~V) + 1 jumps within 
[to, tf]. Denote the points of discontinuity for any fixed function u(.)~ G and o~, i = 1 . . . . .  n, 
n ~< N, and corresponding values as cu, c2t, see (2.8). Further, in accordance with (2.8) extend each 
u( . )~G as follows: u( t )= U(to) for t < to, and u( t )= u(tf) for t > tf. Take h < v/2, then the 
intervals (o , -  h, o~ + h) of concentration will not overlap for any particular function u(.)~ ~ and 
the following evaluation is valid for all u(.)¢ ~: 
[ ]u-  Uh][~< ~ ~°'+h[U( t ) - -uh( t )12dt=~h~ [3(C2+--C,,)2+C~++C~,] I-I Jtli-h I -1  
<<. ~hN(12M 2 + 2M 2) < 2hNM 2. (2.13) 
Now, in order to fulfil the second condition (2.6)-(2.7), we have to satisfy the inequalities 
h <2,  2hNM2 < ?2, (2.14) 
for which it is sufficient o take h < 6, where 
( 72 ) V z  2ff-M 2 t r - to  6 = rain .., with N . . . . .  + 1. (2.15) V 
This proves that G is compact in L2[t0, tf]. 
The set G is closed in L: [to, tf] (though noncompact). Since the subset (~ c G is cut out of G by 
considerations indel~ndent of the bound M, so 0 is also closed with respect to M in the #~-metfic 
(one can formally repeat here the proof of Lemma 2.1 given in [11]). 
Let us prove that ~ is closed in p2-metric with resl~'Ct o the resolution number v > 0. Let 
{u,(.)} ¢ O, ~ G for some particular v > 0, and let u,(.) --, u0(') as n ~ ~ in the p,-metric. Since 
u , ( . ) ,  G and G is closed, so u0(') E G. We have to prove that u0(') e G,. Suppose, on the contrary, 
that u0(')¢ ~,. This moans that either there is an instant t* such that a p i~wi~ constant u0(') 
has more than one jump within (t*, t* + v), or that u0(') is not a pi~,ewise constant function at 
all. 
(2.12) 
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In the first case let am, 0.2 be the moments of  jumps, t *< 0.1 < 0.2 < t*+ v, with the values 
of  u0(') at jumps equal to c~#c'l '  at t=0.1 and c~#c2'  at t=0.5. Let 
0 < 25  < rain(0.1 - t*, 0" 2 - 0.,, t* + v - 0.2). Since all u,( . )  ¢ (~, and can have only one jump within 
(t*, t* + v), we have the following inequality: 
Ittf f o I + 6 
l] u, -- u0 IJ 22 = [u,(t) -- Uo(t)] 2 dt >1 [u,(t) - u0(t)] 2 dt 
o do j  -~  
r e2+6 + [u,(t) -- Uo(t)] 2 dt >>. ~[$,(ol)[(c ~- c;) 2 + (c, - c~') 2] do2 - 6 
+ [l Cn (0.1)] ' ' ~ - [ (c , - -c2)  +(c~,-c~')2]]~>~'r/, n=l ,2  . . . .  (2.16) 
Here ~,(Ol) is the indicator function that takes value l, if u,( . )  does not have a jump in 
(0 . t -  5, 0.~ + 6), and value 0, otherwise. The lower bound ~/ of  the outer bracket can be easily 
computed, if one takes the minimum of inner brackets with respect o c,, c~,: 
t/ ½min[(c'l' , 2 , , 2 = - c l ) ,  (c2 - c2)  ] > 0.  (2 .17)  
The inequalities (2.16), (2.17), contradict he convergence u , ( . )~  u0('). 
In the second case there is t* and a set [~c( t* ,  t *+ v) of  positive Lebesgue measure 
• C pl /z0(t3) ~ > 0 such that for any decomposition fV + Q" = fl and for any two real numbers c ,  
we would have 
n [u0(t) - c'] z dt + ffr  [u0( t ) -  c"] z de >/r/(¢$) > 0. (2.18) 
Now, since each u,( . )  can have at most one jump in (t*, t* + v), with values, say, c~, and c", 
we can choose for each n such decomposition fl~, + [~ = [2 that directly from (2.18) we obtain 
J fu0 -u , J [~t>~ [uo( t ) -c ' , ]2dt+f  [uo(t)-c:]2dt>>-~(3)>O fo ra l ln=l ,2  (2.19) 
Ja Jn 
which also contradicts the convergence u, (.) ~ v0 (') in/.2 [to, tf]. These two contradictions complete 
the proof. [ ]  
The set ~ includes all bang-bang control systems and, moreover, all general relay control systems 
in G. Thus, I.¢mma 2.3 affirms that the set G (2.2) contains important classes of physically realizable 
controls that form, in fact, compact  subsets. 
Henceforth, we shall limit ourselves with the consideration of compact subsets U c G, V ~ G 
for which we use the notation 
= {u(.) E G[ the condition (2.6)-(2.7) holds}. (2.20) 
Lemma 2.4 
The set ~ (2.20) is compact in itself and convex. 
Proof. The compactness of  ~ follows from Kolmogorov's theorem and from the closedness of  
G. Let us prove the convexity. Consider ul('),  u=(.) from L2[to, tf] satisfying the condition 
(2.6)-(2.7), that is, such that It ul( ' )  - Ulh(')J12 < ~ and JJ u2(") - uz~(')J[2 < 7 for 0 < h < 5(7). Let 
0 ~< = ~ l, then, according to (2.7), we have (=u)h(t) = =uh(t) for t ~ [to, tf]. This implies by (2.7) 
II [~u~ + (1 -- oOu2] - [~ul + (1 -- ~)u2]h J12 
= II =(ul  - u~h) + ( l  - ~)(u= - u ,D  112 
-< ~ II u~ - ul~ II 2 + (1 - ~)i l  (u~ - uxn)II < ~ '  + (1 - ~)~ = ~'. 
Since G is convex itself, so ~ is convex because the intersection of  two convex sets 
is also convex. []  
Remark 2.2 
Control and game problems usually contain restrictions on controls and/or phase coordinates 
(the latter actually translates as implicit restrictions on controls) which are different from those 
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employed in the definition of the set G (2.2). These additional restrictions cut off subsets of 
according to each particular problem. All those subsets are compact in Lz[to, tf], but not necessarily 
in itself. Under so called "closed" restrictions, as, for example, for the set (~ c ~ in Lemma 2.3, 
the cut-off subset will be compact in itself implying that exact extrema exist over such set. However, 
many simple "closed" restrictions destroy the convexity, meaning that variational methods are not 
applicable to the problem. For example, it is easy to see that compacts tTv are not convex for a 
fixed v. 
2.2. The Pilot Set Construction 
Now we have to introduce a kind of coordinate system in ~ (2.20). Let {qk(t)} be an orthonormal 
basis in L2[to, t:]. Then for each u(. )~ L:[to, ty] there is a unique element {a t } ~ #2 such that u(.) 
can be expanded in its Fourier series: 
u(t) = ~ akqk(t), ~ (ak)2< C~. (2.21) 
k=l  k=l  
We assume that u(t) has a left derivative and a right derivative verywhere on [to, tf] (of course 
only right at to and only left at ty) which assumption is always satisfied in applications; then the 
Dini condition [35, p. 405] will be met and the series will converge to u(t) at every point of 
continuity of u(t) and to u(t') = l/2[u(t' + O) + u(t" - 0)], t' ~ (to, ty) at every point t' of dis- 
continuity of u(t). In fact, we need this assumption only for theoretical purposes ince in the 
algorithm only partial sums will be used yielding successive approximations for u(t) where all 
discontinuities are determined by ql(t) actually used in the partial sums. 
If we take the trigonometric orthonormal basis, then Iq,(t)l<~ 1 for all t~[to, t/] and all 
k = 1, 2 . . . .  For convenience, we assume this normalization condition satisfied for a basis one may 
wish to employ. Let u , ( . )e  G, then there is {b k} ~ :2 such that 
u,(t) = ~ bkqk(t), ~ (bk)2< O0 (2.22) 
k=l  k=l  
and since [u,(t)[ ~< M, so to have u , ( ' )~  G, it is sufficient o take in (2.22) any {b k} such that 
Ibkl <<, g .  (2.23) 
k=l  
For example, if we take, in particular, 
1 
b k=~M,  k=l ,2  . . . .  (2.24) 
then (2.23) is satisfied and for a given {qk(t)}, Iqk(t)l -< 1 for all k = 1, 2 . . . . .  we have lu,(t)l ~< M, 
so that u , ( . )  e G. 
Define the "pilot" set: 
~ ,  = {u(.) e L2[to, t/]lu(t) = ~ akqk(t), [akl <<, Ibkl, k = 1, 2 . . . .  } (2.25) 
k- I  
Due to (2.23), (2.25), it is clear that ~,  c G. 
Lemma 2.5 
The set ~ ,  is convex and compact in itself. 
Proof. Convexity. Let u,(t)'~{ak}, la,~l .< Ibkl, i=  1,2, k = 1,2 . . . . .  according to (2.25). Let 
0 ~< ~ ~< 1, then we have 
u(t) =- ~ul(t) + (1 - a)u2(t)o{aa~ + (1 - a)a~} 
and 
laa k + (1 - a)a2kl ~< a la~l + (1 - ~t)la2kl ~< 0t Ibkl + (1 -- ct)lbkl = Ib*l (k = 1, 2 . . . .  ), 
which proves the convexity of ~ , .  
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Compactness. Since the spaces L2[t0, tl] and f2 are isometric and isomorphic [35], we need only 
prove that the set 
~,  = {{a k } e t~2l[akl ~< [bkl, k = 1, 2, . . .} (2.26) 
is compact in g2. Given 7 > 0, let us construct a finite ?-net for ~ , .  Due to (2.26), (2.22) there is 
a number n = n(?) such that 
?2 
(ak)2~< ~ (bk) 2 <- -  (2.27) 
k=, k=, 4 
for all {a k} ~,  and {b k} given by a choice of u, ( . )~G according to (2.22). 
Consider a subset in g2: 
~0 = {{a k} e ~*  I ak = 0, k = n, n + 1 . . . .  }, (2.28) 
which is the truncation of ~ ,  at k = n (7). The set ~0 regarded as a subset in R"- 1 is bounded and, 
thus, compact in the metric of R "-1. Therefore, there is a finite ?/2-net in ~0, i.e. a set 
{z, . . . . .  z,} = ~0 such that for each z e ~0 there is z ie~0, 1 ~< i ~< r(?), with the property 
n--I 
12 (2.29) - < 
k=l  
Here z k, z~ are coordinates of z, zi in R "- 1. 
This ?/2-net is, in fact, a ?-net in ~, .  Indeed, for each a = {a ~ . . . . .  a "- 1, a", . . .} e ~,  there is 
a corresponding element z = {a  ~ . . . . .  a . -  l, 0 . . . .  } e ~0 for which one can find a point z~ e ~0 with 
the property (2.29). Now we have due to (2.29), (2.27). 
.-I ~ ?2 ?2 
I [a -z ,  ll, :=  ~ (ak-z~)2+ ,..., (ak)2 <~-+-~-<72.  (2.30) 
k=l  k=n 
This shows that a finite set of points {z~,... ,  z,} ~-~0 = ~*  is a ?-net in ~, ,  thus, the set ~,  is 
compact in ~2. It is easy to see from (2.26) that ~,  is closed in ~2 and, thus, compact in itself (a 
compact). This means that the set ~,  (2.25) is also a compact with the corresponding finite ?-net 
of functions induced by the set {z~ . . . . .  z,}. [] 
Remark 2.3 
A complete orthonormal system {qk(t)} provides a basis in L2[to, t I] and, thus, in ~ (2.20). 
However, for each u(t) constructed by (2.21) one has to check the inclusion u( . )e  ~,  that is, the 
bound I u(t)l ~< M and the fulfilment of Kolmogorov's condition (2.6)-(2.7), which is very tedious. 
On the other hand, if we choose one single u,(.) ~ G (not neeesarily u,(.) ~ ~, thus, we do not have 
to check (2.6)-(2.7) for u,), then compute all b k of (2.22) by standard formulae for Fourier 
coefficients [34, 35] and finally consider the pilot set ~ ,  of (2.25), then we do not have to cheek 
anything since ~,  = ~ by Lemma 2.5. However, the set ~,  based on a choice of u , ( . )~  G does 
not give an approximation to ~ and, in fact, ~ ,  may be a very small subset of ~.  For example, 
if one takes for {qk(t)} the Walsh [36] system or the Haar [37] system (the latter with additional 
normalization due to our technical condition ]qk(t)l ~< 1), then the sets (7, of piecewis¢ constant 
functions of resolution v > 0 can be conveniently represented, but no ~,  based on some u,  ~ ~v 
can approximate Gv since ~,  is convex and G, is not. 
Despite the inadequate representation of the set ~ (2.20) by a set ~,  (2.25), the latter has 
important advantages precisely because it is based on a particular choice of u, ( . )  ~ G. 
First, the globally optimal game solution over the entire set ~ may prove to be impractical, if 
it leads to controls that cannot be implemented. We know that in practice only certain classes of 
controls are actually employed (bang-bang controls when launching a spacecraft, feedbacks in 
stabilization systems, pieeewise constant harvesting in fisheries, etc.), so that we do not need to 
represent he entire set ~ (2.20) but rather a subset of controls that can be used in a particular 
problem. 
Second, we can extend the construction of ~ ,  so as to approximate any subset S __.~ of 
practically implementable controls. 
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Consider a finite collection of controls uk,(" ) ~ 6;, i = 1 . . . .  , N, and define the finite union of pilot 
sets: 
N 
~* = U ~`  = ~*(M, N, {u~}), (2.31) 
i=1  
where ~,  are the sets (2.25) built around u~,. Since by Lemma 2.5 each ~g m ~, (2.20), so ~* ~ ~. 
Unfortunately, no finite union (2.31) can cover the entire ~ even if we build ~ upon 
u~.(') ~ Gu+x with any finite K > 0 (thus, u~(') may be out of G = G~(2.2) and ~g will be much 
larger than those of (2.25)). Moreover, given ~*(M + K, N, {ug}) for any fixed K > 0, N, {uk} and 
given any point u(. ) e~ with its neighborhood B~(u), see definition below, there is a set So = B~(u) 
not included in ~*: S~n~* = qS, meaning that the set of "holes" not covered by any particular 
~* is dense in ~. 
This observation, however, makes no harm in view that: (1) game solutions obtained with the 
use of computers are necessarily approximate; and (2), due to the imprecision of parameters and 
of mathematical models, we do not need and cannot obtain exact solutions even if we had ideal 
infinitely precise and infinitely fast computer. 
2.3. The Approximation by a Union of Pilot Sets 
Lemma 2.6 
For any y > 0 there exists a set ~* (2.31) such that for any u(.)~ ~ (2.20) there is u , ( . )e  ~* 
with H u - u ,  112 < 7. 
Proof. The set ~ is a compact, thus, there exists a finite y-net {ut . . . . .  us} c ~ such that for 
each ue~ one can find u., 1 ~<n ~N,  satisfying the inequality I lu-u,[12<y. Let us take 
u¢, = u,(.), n = 1 . . . .  , N, construct ~ around u~(.) according to (2.25) and form the union ~* 
(2.31). Now, for any particular u(.)~ ~ and any given v-net in ~ we can find the corresponding 
u,(') and take u. ( . )  = u,(.) = u~(.) e ~* with II u - u ,  112 < 7, so that ~* is the required set. [] 
Since every ~ is a compact (see Lemma 2.5) so their finite union ~* is also a compact. However, 
~* is, generally, nonconvex, in contrast o ~ and ~¢,, 1 ~ n ~< N. 
As a byproduct of Lemma 2.6 we obtain the following result. 
Corollary Z l 
Any nonconvex limited global optimization, control or game problem with a convex (for games 
convex-concave) Lipschitzian functional can be reduced to the solution of a finite number of 
convex problems. 
Proof We recall the definition of the limited global optimization problem [32, 33]: given a 
compact set ~ of controls and a continuous (smooth, if needed) functional J(u), find a point 
u0 ~ ~ such that J(uo) ~ J(u) for all u ~ ~. (2.32) 
If ~ c R", then (2.32) is an optimization (mathematical programming) problem; if ~ c L2, then 
it is a control (or game) problem. The convexity of ~ is not used in the proofs of Lemmas 2.5 
and 2.6, hence, for any compact ~ and any finite v-net in ~ we can construct the corresponding 
N subsets ~h, i ffi 1 . . . . .  N, which are all compact and convex. Since J(u) is convex, it is convex 
over each ~.  Thus, each problem rain J(u), u ~ ~,  is convex and can be solved by traditional 
gradient (or variational) methods. Comparing N solutions u~ ~ ~, ,  J(u~o) <~ J(u) for all u E ~',, 
i ffi 1 . . . . .  N, one chooses uch u0 k, 1 ~< k g N, that 
J(uko)= min J(uD. 
I~ I~N 
This u~ renders an approximate globally optimal point, since by Lipschitz condition and by 
Lemma 2.6 we have 
IJ(uo) - J(u0k)[ ~< L II u0 - u0~lh < L~, (2.33) 
for any small V > 0. This proves the statement for the limited global control problem. The proof 
can be easily extended for game problems considered below. For the limited global optimization 
in R" we have to redefine the sets ~. ,  now in R". [] 
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It is worth noting that the overall convexity of J(u), in fact, is not needed; it is only required 
that J(u) be convex over each 9k  separately. 
Since we look not for just one u0 of (2.32) but for the entire set 
So = {u0(') e ~lJ(u0) ~< J(u) for all u e 9} (2.34) 
(which is the global optimal control or global optimization problem in the proper sense), 
so we consider the compact nonconvex set ~* of (2.31) without decomposing it into convex subsets. 
With the metric P2 (2.4) we can define the neighborhood of a point u~ ~ as follows: 
given 6 > 0, let 
g~(ul)= u( ' )eg l l lu -u l l l2= lu(t)--Ul(t)12dt <6 . (2.35) 
0 
With this definition the sets ~, 9"  become compact metric spaces: 9"  c ~. The compact convex 
set ~ cannot be used because of necessary verifications of the conditions in (2.20) for every u(t) 
constructed as in (2.21). On the contrary, verifications are not required for the compact nonconvex 
set ~*  c ~ constructed according to (2.25), (2.31) over which we solve the problem of determining 
the set 
S.  = {u*(.) E 9"  I J(u*) <~ J(u) for all u e ~*}. (2.36) 
In general, the sets So, S .  of (2.34), (2.36) are not close to each other. Indeed, according to 
Lemma 2.6, for each u0 e So c 9 there is u ° e ~* ,-- ~ such that II u0 - u ° 112 < y. Those points {u°(.)} 
form a subset S O = {u°(.)} c 9*.  Obviously, S O v~ S. .  Moreover, S O may not contain a solution 
of the optimization problem (2.36) in which case S°c~S, = dp. 
However, the sets So and S .  are "weakly close" in the following sense: 
J(uo) <<. J(u*) <~ J(u°), II u0 - u ° [1: < 7, (2.37) 
whereby the set S ,  provides better solution than the set S °, That is why we shall use the set ~* 
to find the approximate solution of the global problem. For a Lipschitzian functional this solution 
is guaranteed to be L~-precise, see (2.37), (2.33), where L is the Lipschitzian constant. 
In practice, we do not need the full set 9"  based on a certain finite ~-net in 9.  We need only 
a much smaller partial set composed of those ~ which correspond to the actually employed basic 
controls u~,(t). Since those controls may be different for each player, so it may happen that 
U c~ V = ~b although both U and V are nonempty and both belong to ~*; this situation does not 
complicate the solution. Thus, differential games are actually played on classes of controls and the 
set ~*  can serve as a master set from which the compact decision subsets U c 9" ,  V = 9"  are 
taken. 
3. THE Q-MEASURE SPACES FOR D IFFERENTIAL  GAMES 
The Lebesgue measure in R n represents the familiar notion of volume and has two remarkable 
properties which other measures may not have. They are: (a)/~(H) > 0 for each nonempty open 
set H___Rn; (b)/~(K) < oo for each compact set K c R n. 
There are simple examples of physically sensible measures that do not have these properties. The 
unit mass measure is defined as follows [38, p. 18]: fix Xoe R ~ and for any E c R ~ let/~(E) = l if 
x0 e E and/g (E) = 0 if x 0 ¢ E. This measure does not have the property (a). Another example from 
the same source is the counting measure on R~ defined as follows: for any E_c R n define/~(E) = oo 
if E contains infinite number of points, otherwise p(E) = N where N is the number of points in 
E. This measure has the property (a) but does not have the property (b). Indeed, let E = B a closed 
ball in Rn; the ball B is compact, however,/~0~) = oo. 
It will be easy to see that both (a) and (b) are indispensable in the construction of the integral 
global optimization algorithm. Therefore, we have to consider the class of measures that satisfy 
both conditions (a) and (b). In fact, most measures currently used (not all) do have the property 
(b), but special care should be taken to respect he condition (a). 
Let U be a topological space, f~ a it-algebra on U and p a measure on f~. 
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Definition 3.1 
A measure space (U, D, #) is said to be the Q-measure space if 
(1) f~ is a Borel field (algebra) on U; 
(2) /~(G) > 0 for each nonempty open set G e D; 
(3) /~(K) < oo for each compact set K c f~. 
As mentioned above, the Lebesgue measure space (R", B,/~) is a Q-measure space for any 
n = 1, 2 . . . . .  The nondegenerate Gaussian measure space (H, f~, ~), see [39], on a separable Hilbert 
space H is also a Q-measure space. There are various measure spaces that are not Q-measure 
spaces, for example, the two given above as well as other more complicated measure spaces erving 
certain purposes (e.g. a nondegenerate Gaussian measure in l~ [39, p. 49]). We shall consider 
henceforth only Q-measure spaces. 
3.1. Robust Sets in a Q-measure Space 
Definition 3.2 
A set F in a topological space U is said to be robust if the closure of its interior coincides with 
its closure: 
cl(int F) = cl F. (3.1) 
The empty set ~b is robust since (3.1) is satisfied with all entries [acing empty sets. An open set 
G is also robust because int G = G. A nonempty robust set F has nonempty interior: int F # ~b; 
indeed, otherwise, we would have from (3.1) that cl F = club = ~, meaning F = ~b. 
Lemma 3.1 
If a set G c U is open and a set F c U is robust, then the intersection G c~ F is robust. 
For a proof see [11]. 
Note that intersection of two robust sets may be nonrobust; e.g. for two closed balls touching 
each other at one common point {x0}=Bic~B2 we have: in t (B lnB2)=~,  c l (B lnB2) -  
cl int(B~ n B2) = ~1 c~ B2 - t~ = {x 0 } # ~, a singleton. Other examples are furnished by cubes having 
a common face or a common segment, etc. 
One can readily prove that union of robust sets is a robust set [40]. A compact set K may be 
nonrobust. Direct application of the integral global optimization method to nonrobust sets would 
generally fail [11]. 
3.2. Robustness of  the Pilot Set 
Lemma 3.2 
The set ~.  of (2.26) is robust if and only if all b k #0,  k = 1, 2 . . . . .  
Proof. Let us prove first that ~,  is closed, that is, cl ~ .  = ~.  for any b k, 
(bk) 2 < ~. 
kffi l 
Let a, = {a~, a~ . . . .  } e ~,  for all s = l, 2 . . . . .  that is, are 12 and lakl ~< Ibkl for all k = 1, 2 . . . . .  and 
all s = l ,  2 . . . . .  Let a,~ao in 12 as s ~ oc, i.e., for any 6 > 0 there is an integer n(6) such that 
I la , -ao l t~= ~ la~-a0kl2<62 for s >~n(6). (3.2) 
k- I  
Suppose, on the contrary, that a0 ¢ ~, ,  meaning that for some k = k* we have laPI > Ibk*l. Let 
la0k*l-Ibk*l---2~ >0.  From (3.2) i t  follows that we have [a~--akl <6 for s >~n(6) and all 
k = 1, 2 . . . .  Taking 6 ffi ~/, k = k*, we get I a k. [ _ [ b k. I > ~/ for s >t n (T/), which is a contradiction 
since we have taken a, ¢ ~.  for all s = 1, 2 . . . .  This proves cl ~ .  ffi ~ .. 
Sufficiency. Let all b k # 0, k ffi 1, 2 . . . .  Take an element a0 e ~,  c l 2 and define its neighborhood 
in 12 as follows: 
N6(a°) ffi { a = {ak } e l2 l l' a - a° ll 2~ = k- , ~ (ak -- a~)2 < 62}" (3.3) 
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Since Ibkl > 0 for all k = 1, 2 . . . . .  so there are elements a0 ~ ~,  such that la0kl < [b*l for all k. Take 
a sequence 
?k>0, ~ ?2<62, ?,~<lbkl--la0kl; 
for example, the sequence ?k = 6/2" 2 -ka min(l, [bk l -  [a0~l) would suffice. Define a nonempty set: 
N*(a0)= {a = {ak}~lS I la~-ag l  <?k, k = 1,2 . . . .  }. (3.4) 
Since Ib~l~>la0kl+~k and lak--akl<?~, SO we have [bkl>la~l for all k= l ,2  . . . .  hence, 
N*(ao) ~ ~, ,  see (2.26). 
Further, we have 
[ak--akl~ ~ ?~=?~, 0<?S<62,  
k=l  k=l  
whence N~ (ao) c N~(ao), see (3.3). Thus, for the choice 0 ~<la0~l < [bkl we always have a nonempty 
set N~(ao)c ~,nN~(ao). This allows us to define the interior of ~ , .  
Let us call the set N~(ao) of (3.4) a neighborhood (open) of the point a0. Consider all such 
neighborhoods for every a0, {?k} satisfying the above mentioned requirements and add to them 
the empty set ~b and the set ~,  itself; the family of all these sets defines a topology of ~ ,  which 
we shall call rectangular nd denote Zr. Since the neighborhoods in z, are defined for each element 
a0 such that 
a0~ {a = {a ~} ~lZ[ [ak[ < Ibk[, {b ~} e l  s,lb~l > 0, k = 1,2 . . . .  } c ~, ,  (3.5) 
so the union of all those neighborhoods defines the interior of ~,  and from (3.4), (3.5), (2.26) it 
is clear that 
in t~,  = U N~(ao)= {a = {ak} e lS[ [ak[ < [bk[, k = 1,2,} (3.6) 
~.a 0 
provided, of course, that Ibkl > 0 for all k = 1, 2 . . . . .  
From (3.6) it follows that the closure cl int ~ ,  = {{ak } e 121 lak I ~< i bkr, k = 1, 2 . . . .  } = ~,  and 
since ~,  is closed, so cl int ~ ,  = ~,  = cl ~ , ,  meaning that ~,  is robust in z,. 
Now, consider the usual IS-neighborhood No(ao) of (3.3) and retain in it only those elements 
that belong also to ~, .  Since a0~,  so this will define a "relative" neighborhood 
~6(a0) = N~(a0) n ~,  = {a ~* l  [[a - a0 II~ < 6}. 
The family of such open neighborhoods (we delete from Br(a0) all points {a k } for which at least 
one ak= b k) with added ~,  and ~b defines another topology in ~,  which we call spherical and 
denote %. Since z, contains Ts but int ~ ,  (3.6) which is a neighborhood of zero in Tr is not contained 
in %, so z~ is weaker [35] than T,. However, by the same argument, it is clear that in t / ) ,  (3.6) 
can be defined also as the (infinite) union of ~6(a0) so that ~,  is robust in spherical topology ~s 
too. 
Necessity. Suppose that for some k = m we have b"= 0. Then any nonempty subset of ~ ,  is 
composed of points with am=bin= O. In this case N*(a0) (3.4) cannot be constructed (since 
y., ~< Ib"l - [a~'l = 0) and all Br(a0) with points a m = b m deleted become mpty. Thus, both r, and 
z, are reduced to the trivial topology z={~b,~,}  in which in t~,=~b,  so that 
cl int ~ ,  = ~b ~ cl ~ ,  = ~, ,  hence ~,  is nonrobust. [] 
Lemma 3.3 
The set ~,  (2.25) is robust if and only if all Ibkl > 0 in (2.25), k = 1, 2 . . . . .  
Proof Since Ls[to, t/] is isometric and isomorphic to P, so robustness of ~ ,  (2.25) follows from 
that of ~ ,  (2.26) according to Lemma 3.2 and to the correspondence ~,~.~, .  [] 
Lemma 3.4 
The set ~* (2.31) is robust if all its components ~ are robust. 
Proof Obvious since ~* is a finite union of ~ according to (2.31). [] 
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It is important that, without loss of generality, we can always assume that b k ~ O, thus, [bkl > 0 
for all k = 1, 2 . . . .  Indeed, according to (2.22), the Fourier coefficients b k are defined by the choice 
of the basis {qk(t)} c L2[to, tf] and of the pilot control u,(t).  If these choices are due to 
considerations of convenience and it simply "happened" that b ~ = 0, then we can change the basis 
{qk(t)} or slightly perturb the pilot control ~,(t) in such a way so as to have IB"I >f ? > 0, ?-small. 
If, on the contrary, we need b~= O, for example, in order to eliminate the resonance harmonics 
sin mt, cos mt, then we delete these axes from all the controls, dropping all b m = 0 from the sets 
~,  i = 1 . . . . .  N, and obtaining new subsets ~, ,  ~k, ~* that are all compact and robust. 
3.3. The Uniform Q-measure Over the Pilot Set 
Now we have to construct an appropriate Q-measure. Consider the set ~ ,  (2.26), assuming all 
[bkl > 0, k = 1, 2 . . . . .  Define on each real Fourier axis Rk = (-- ~ ,  + ~)  the following functions: 
t' ~k(tk)= 21bkl ' Itkl<<'lbkl k=l ,2 , . .  (3.7) 0, Itkl > Ibkl 
For each k = 1, 2 . . . . .  let (Rk, f~k) be a measurable space, where Rk is the real line and f~k is the 
Borel field on Rk. For each set A in f~k we define the measure/zk(A) with the Lebesgue integration 
/~k(A) = .In ~k(tk) dtk, tk ~ Rk, A ~Rk. (3.8) 
Let X = IIff. i Rk be the infinite product space of all Rk. We consider also the usual finite 
dimensional space R" = 1-I7,. i Rk c X. For any B" c R" we define 
B, = {x = (x l . . . . .  x", . . .) ~ X l (x 1 . . . . .  x") e B" }. (3.9) 
The set B, is a cylinder set in X with the base B" being the projection of B, onto R". Let fl be 
the minimal a-field over the measurable cylinders, then we have a measurable space (X, t~). Define 
the measure #, on each n-dimensional Borel base set B ~ as 
#'(B" )=fs ,  f i ' k ( tk )d tk=f~l ( t l ) ' "~" ( t " )d t l ' "d t " 'k= l  (3.10) 
Since, by virtue of (3.7), (3.8), we have 
ek(tk) >>- O, #k(Rk)=f+~k( tk )dtk=l ,  k=l ,2  . . . . .  (3.11) 
so ~k(tk) can be regarded as the uniform density functions and #, (3.10) as a sequence of consistent 
"probability" measures. 
Applying the Kolmogorov Extension Theorem [41, pp. 191-193], we obtain a unique "prob- 
ability" measure # on fl such that the projection of/~ onto R" is the measure/a, defined in (3.10). 
Note that this probabilistic terminology reflects only the history of mathematics and does not mean 
that our measure has some relation to probability. We have constructed a finite measure on X that 
we need in this entirely deterministic reasearch. 
By construction, the properties (1) and (3) of Definition 3.1 are satisfied automatically (note that 
for any set K c X we have/~(K) ~</~(X) = 1 < ~).  To prove that # is a Q-measure, we have to 
verify the second property that each open set in ~,  (2.26) has positive measure. To this effect we 
introduce a relative (to ~, )  metric and define a ii-neighborhood in ~,  of a point x0 e ~,  as 
follows: 
Ba(Xo)= {x E~,, ,Ix- x0,l~--- k-, ~ (Xk--Xg)2 < f i2'6> 0}. (3.12) 
With this topological structure ~,  is a compact metric space. 
Given a small 6 > 0, there is an integer n = n(5) such that 
Ibkl~< ~.  (3.13) 
k=n+l  
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Define the following new set: 
Bo= a = {ak}s~,J(ak--x~)2<..~i-;5, k -- 1 ,n(6) . (3.14) 
In (3.14) a* are free in ~,  for k > n(6), that is la*l ~< Ib*l for k = n(~) + 1 . . . . .  Clearly, B o ~- ~, .  
Lemma 3.5 
B0 ~ B6(x0). (3.15) 
Proof. Suppose a = { a* } ~ a o, then 
65 
I la -x0 l l~= ~ (a*--X0k)2+ ~ (a*--x~)5~-~ ~ 2-k+ ~ (la*lS+21a*llx~l+[xkl ") 
k=l k=n+l k~l k=n+l 
that, is, B0 c B~(x0) of (3.12). [] 
62 oo 
<-~-,_~, 2-k + 4 
= k=n+l 
62 
I b k12~< +~=65,  
Lemma 3.6 
/~(B0) > 0. (3.16) 
Proof. According to the construction of measure and to the definition of B0 (3.14) in which a k 
run through the entire segment [-b*, bk] for k = n + 1 . . . .  , we have 
lt(B°) fro ['I ~k(tk) dtk" f i f  +its' = ~k(t,) dt,. (3.17) 
k- I  k - .+ l  d - [~ l  
Due to (3.7), the second product in (3.17) is equal to 1, so that we have to calculate the first integral 
over the subset 
65 
Bg = {(a I. . . . .  a")l( ak - xg) 5 <<- ~-g;i, ]akl <<-Ib*l, k = 1 . . . . .  n}. (3.18) 
Evidently, Bg c R" and its measure 
I~.(Bg) = I~I a,, (3.19) 
k~l 
where, according to (3.7), (3.18): 
=f  ~k(tk)dtk= 1 6 It, l~lt~l 2[b*l" 2,/2, k = 1 . . . . .  n. (3.20) ~k ./ 
Now we compute from (3.17), (3.19), (3.20): 
6 n(,+ I) 
= = ' 2 - - -~-"  H IbkJ -1 > o. (3.21) 
k~l 
Combining Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, we see that for any 6 > 0 the measure of any 6-neighborhood 
in ~,  is positive since #(/~6(x0))t>/t(B0) > 0. This establishes the following result: 
Theorem 3.1 
The measure/z is a Q-measure on ~,  with respect o the relative metric and the neighborhood 
defined in (3.12). 
Let us show how to practically assign measures to subsets of functions from ~,  (2.25). Due to 
the correspondence ~,~,  (2.26) induced by Ls[to, tl]~i', a subset of functions A ,c~,  
generates the corresponding subset of vectors ,~ ,  c ~ ,  c l 5, 2 ,~A ,. By definition, we equalize 
~(x , )  = u(2,). (3.22) 
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noting that /z(.4,) can be easily calculated up to any desired accuracy with the help of just 
constructed measures. Consider 
.~,={{ak}lak~[ck,  d ],O<<.ck<dk<<.l b k I , k= l ,2  . . . .  }c~,c l  2. (3.23) 
Let B n be the projection o f /~ ,  onto R n, then, due to (3.7), (3.10) we have 
f ~ l dk -- ek ~ln(Bn)'~ k=lg-I~k(tk)dt*= k=,lLI [b-ki " (3.24) 
There is no point in taking the limit 
lim #~ (Bn) = 0. 
On the contrary, in order to obtain a physically sensible nonzero measure of an open (or robust) 
set of controls, one should cut off the tails of the series in (2.21), (2.22) which make a negligible 
contribution to the controls but nevertheless upply a vanishing factor to the measure of the whole 
set, causing degeneration of its measure. This cut-off does not mean setting ak= bk= 0 for 
k = n + 1 . . . .  (frozen tail) but just the opposite--making ak float freely within [-Jb*l, Jbkl] as in 
(3.14) (liberated uncertain tail) which makes the infinite product in (3.17) to be equal to 1 and 
prevents the degradation of the measure. 
Let {q,(t)} be a complete orthonormal system and u. ( t )  a chosen pilot control. Given u.(t) ,  
{q,(t)}, we determine the Fourier coefficients (2.22) and construct he pilot set ~ .  (2.26). To this 
set we can associate a "diameter" b given by the norm of the pilot control: 
b 2 = dt = (b*) 2 <~ M2( t f -  to). (3.25) 
k f l  
Take any tl > 0 and determine n = n(~) such that 
~ (bk) 2 < 7. (3.26) 
k=n+l 
Then, since Ja*l ~< Ibkl, this implies 
(ak) 2 < r/ for all ak~ [-Jb*l, Ib*l], (3.27) kffin+l 
meaning that every tail-free control a( t )= F,~= !a*q,(t )e ~,  (2.25) renders a relative r/-precise 
L2-approximation to u( t )= ~,~=!akq,(t)~ ~, in the metric P2. Of course, it makes sense only if 
the functional J (1.3) is continuous (better--Lipschitzian, of. (2.33)) in respect to u(.) with 
p2-metdc. Almost all practical problems atisfy this condition. With n = n (i,/) determined by (3.26), 
the quantity #n(B ") of (3.24) represents a relative measure of a subset of r/-precise tail-free controls 
in the pilot set ~ , .  
Remark 
The above measure based on the choice (3.7) obviously serves only one pilot set ~ ,  (2.26) 
corresponding to the {b k } employed in (3.7). However, this does not cause difficulties when 
considering the finite union ~,  (2.31). 
3.4. Example 
Let u, ( t )  = t, 0 ~< t ~< 2. Then 
f: b 2 = t 2 dt = ~ < M2(tf - to) = 8 
for any orthonormal system on [0, 2]. Let ~ = 0.5, then n = n(~) is determined by the inequality 
2.66 = b 2 > ~ (bk) ~ >I b 2 - tl = 2.16. (3.28) 
kffi! 
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On the interval (0, 2) the function u,(t)  can be expanded in the following half range sine series: 
4 (  It/ _~ .) 
t = - sin - ½sin + lsin 3nt (3.29) 
2 " ' "  
Computing the sum (3.28) for terms written in (3.29), we get 
~(bk) :=(4)2(1  +¼+~)= 1.62x 1.36=2.20>2.16, (3.30) 
k=l  
thus, n(0.5)= 3 and (3.29), in fact, represents 0.4-precise (15% precise) pilot control. 
Let in (3.23) c k = 0, d k = [bk[, then from (3.24) we have/z3(B 3) = 1/8 which is the measure of 
the projection of ~ ,  onto R 3 divided into 8 equal parts (if c is the edge of a cube in R 3, then 
[c ~, d I] = c/2, so that/~3 = I/8 is the volume of a subcube in bisected cube). 
If Ck= -Ib~[, dk= Ib l, then/z,(B") = 1 for all n, meaning that the full measure/z(~.) = 1 is 
equal to the measure of the projection of ~ .  onto any ~,  n = 1, 2 , . . . .  
If we expanded u. ( t )= t in the half range cosine series: 
~ ( n t l  3rrt 1 5rrt ) 
t= l -  cos~-+~cos~+~cos~+- . .  
it would have taken many terms to achieve the same precision q = 0.5, thus the choice of {qk(t)} 
for a given u.(t) is important from the computational point of view. 
4. THE ABSTRACT INTEGRAL GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION METHOD 
Summarizing the discussions, everal natural assumptions can be made. We have two decision 
sets U and V for players u~(.)e U and us(')6 V respectively. As we have seen, broad classes of 
practically used controls can be represented ascompact robust subsets of the finite union ~* (2.31) 
of pilot sets ~'.. Since all ~ are robust, compact, convex sets having the origin as a common point, 
so their finite union ~* is a robust, compact and connected set (not necessarily convex). Due to 
(2.37) and to Lemma 2.6, the global solution over ~* constructed on the basis of a finite ~-net 
in ~ ~ ~* yields an accurate approximation to the exact global solution over the general compact 
set ~ (2.20) of bounded controls. Therefore, the global solution over ~* represents (up to any 
desired precision) the best possible solution over the largest compact set ~ of bounded controls. 
In practice, however, this best solution is not required since the sets U c ~, V c ~ of actually 
implementable controls are smaller than ~ and correspond to a number of pilot controls that may 
be different for each player. Thus, U ~ ~*, V ~ ~* are given by unions of several ~ and may 
be non convex, and different from each other: U c~ V = ~b U u V ~ ~*, but necessarily robust and 
compact. With the metric P2 (2.4) they become metric spaces. 
4.1. Existence of the Minimax and Maximin Solutions 
Suppose U and V are subsets of metric spaces (X, p~) and (Y, P2) respectively. Consider the 
product metric space (Z,p), Z =X x Y, z =(x ,y )~Z for x eX, y e Y, with the metric: 
p(zl ' z2 ) = (p~ + p~)l/:, Pl = Pl(Xl, x2), P: = P2(Yl, Y2). (4.1) 
With the metrics Pt, P2, P and usual definitions of neighborhoods in X, Y, Z, we have the following 
consistency relations. The product neighborhood is
Nr,(Xo) x N62(Yo) = {z = (x, y) ~ Z lx ~ Nj~(Xo), y ~ N62(Y0)} (4.2) 
where N6 (w0) --- {wl~ (w, w0) < di } with w, w0 in the appropriate space X, Y, Z with the correspond- 
ing metric p~, P2 in place of ~. Furthermore, for each 6~ > 0, 62 > 0 there is ~ > 0, such that 
Nr(zo) c N~,(Xo) × N62(Yo), (4.3) 
and, conversely, for each ~ > 0 there are qt > 0, r/2 > 0 such that 
N,,(Xo) × N,2(y0) c N (zo). (4.4) 
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From (4.3), (4.4) it follows the consistency of convergence: 
x ,~x0 and Y ,~Y0,  iff z,---7-*z0 
and of the inclusions: 
(4.5) 
x0e intU and yo~intV iff z0eint(Ux V). (4.6) 
Hypotheses. (Al) The sets U and V are nonempty, compact and robust in metric spaces (X, p~), 
(Y, P2), respectively. 
(A2) The functional J[ul(. ), u2(')] of (1.3) is defined and continuous on U x V in the metric p 
(4.1) (better--Lipschitzian in the sense (2.33)). This implies certain requirements on the functions 
h and f0 in (1.3). 
(A~) There exist Q-measures #l on (X, pj) and #2 on (Y, P2), that is there are two Q-measure 
spaces (U, ~m, #1) and (V, ~ ,  #2), where :~m, ~ and/~m, #2 are respective Borel fields and measures 
constructed in Section 3. 
Lemma 4.1 
Under (A,), the set U x V is compact and robust in (Z, p). 
Proof Let z, = (x,, y,) e U x V c Z (with x, ~ U, y, E V), n = 1, 2 , . . . .  By compactness of U and 
V, we find convergent subsequences x,, ~ Xo e U and y,~ -.  Yo e V which yield the corresponding 
convergent subsequence z,~ = (x,,, y , , )~  (xo, Yo) = Zo ~ U x V = Z, meaning that U x V is compact 
in (Z, p). Further, for each fixed zo = (xo, Yo) • U x V and any 6m > 0, 62 > 0 we have by robustness 
of U and V: 
S~ = N~(x0)nint U # ~b, $2 = N6,(yo)c~int V 4: ~b, (4.7) 
so there exist xl • $1 and Yl e S~. Now, zl = (xl, Yl) • S lx  $2 c int U x int V = int(U x V). Hence, 
for any y > 0 and each zo • U x V we have 
N~(zo)nint(U x V) ~ dp, (4.8) 
which means robustness of the set U x V in Z. [] 
We denote ~ = ~1 x ~2 the product Borel field generated by the product Borel sets in U, V 
(respectively X, Y). Then we have a measurable space (Z, ~ ,#)  with the product measure 
# = #m" #2. 
Lemma 4.2 
Under (A3), the product measure # =#dz2 on the product space Z =X x Y is a 
Q-measure. 
Proof The Q-measure in Z is such a measure that every open set H c Z has positive measure, 
#(H) > 0, and every compact set K c Z has finite measure, #(K) < ~.  Now, since H is open, so 
there are z0 e H and ~ > 0, such that N~(zo) E H. Making use of (4.4) we get 
u(H) I>/z(N~(z0)) >I #,(N,t(Xo))'#2(N,,(yo)) > 0. (4.9) 
Further, every compact set K = Z is totally bounded which implies the existence of a product set 
W = W~ x W2 = Z, W~ = X, W~ = Y (note that Z = X × Y), such that K _ W. By the property of 
measure, by the definition of product measure and by the properties of Q-measures on X, Y, we 
have 
#(K) <~ #(W) = #l(Wl)'#2(W2) < ~.  (4.10) 
Thus, # is a Q-measure on Z. [] 
Now we return to the game problem as defined by (1.11 )-(1.12) with J(u~ (.), u2 (')) given by (1.3), 
(1.4), (1.I) and with the entire Ui in place of w P~(.)=_ U~ in (1.11), (1.12). For convenience we use 
the following notations: 
u=u( ' )=u l ( ' )•U  =@*:L2[to, t/], v=v( . )=u2( ' )eV =@*; 
this and other notations below should not make confusion with previous notations in Section 1. 
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For Player 1 define the functional 
g(u)=maxJ (u ,v ) ,  u~U.  (4.11) 
v~V 
This functional is continuous (see lemma below) and we can find its global minimum value 
a ° = min g(u) (4.12) 
ueU 
and the global min-max set for Player 1: 
A ° = {u Ig(u) = a °, u E U}. (4.13) 
For Player 2 define the functional 
h(v)=min J (u ,v ) ,  v ~ V. (4.14) 
uEU 
This functional is also continuous and we can find its global maximum value 
b ° = max h(v) (4.15) 
t 'EV  
and the global max-min set for Player 2: 
B ° = {v Ih(v) = b °, v ~ V}. (4.16) 
Lemma 4.3 
If U and V are nonempty, compact and robust in corresponding metric spaces and if the 
functional J(u, v) is continuous on U x V, then the functionals (4.11), (4.14) are both continuous 
over their respective sets U and V and the solution sets A 0, B 0 are nonempty. 
The proof repeats word by word the one given in [11] for finite dimensional continuous games 
with trivial modifications due to the infinite dimensional sets U ~ ~* c L2[to, t A, V c ~* = L~ 
[to, t I] and to the assumed existence of solutions for every realization system (1.7). We leave it as 
an exercise to the reader. 
Remark 4.1 
Note that compactness of U, V and U x V (see Lemma 4.1) is necessary, otherwise Lemma 4.3 
is incorrect even if we replace max, rain by sup, inf in (4.11)-(4.15). For example, let J(u, v) = sin uv 
and U = V = R I robust, noncompact, hen 
=sups inuv=f0 '  if u=0 g(u) 
,.,R [1, i fu  6:0 
is discontinuous. 
4.2. The Algorithm for Global Optimal Control 
As can be seen from (4.11)-(4.16), in order to find the global solution of a differential game 
problem, one should have a method of global optimization over functional spaces (global optimal 
control). We briefly reproduce here the method developed in [11]. 
Consider the problem of minimizing a continuous functional J(u) over a nonempty inf-compact, 
inf-robust (see definitions 3.3, 3.4 in [I 1]) set G [not to be confused with G of (2.2)] in a 
measure-metric space (q/, ~,  #, p), or simply q/; 
rain J(u), u ~ G =_ ql. (4.17) 
Here p is a metric in ¢/, ~ is a a-field (algebra) of all Borel sets in ~', and the problem is to 
find the global minimum value of J(u) over G: 
c o = rain J(u), u ~ G, 
and the set of all its global minimizers: 
(4.18) 
G O = {u IJ(u) = c °, u ~ G}. (4.19) 
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The measure # is a Q-measure and so/~(G) > 0. There may be two situations: 
(1) J (u )  = c = const for all u ~ G in which case c --- c °, G -- G O and the problem is solved; 
(2) J (u )~ const over G in which case there exists Co >I c o such that the level set 
Go = {u I J (u)  <. Co, u e G} (4.20) 
is nonempty. If  co = c o in (4.20) then, obviously, Go = G °. The set Go is inf-compact as a closed 
subset of an inf-compact set G. This set Go may be nonrobust but it is obviously inf-robust. 
Lemma 1 
If/~(Go) = 0, then Co = c o and Go = G °. This is only a sufficient condition. 
Corollary 1 
I f  Co > c e, then #(Go) > 0. 
Take an element uo ~ G, compute Co = J(uo) and define the level set Go by (4.20). If/z(Go) = 0, 
then co = c e, Go = G O and the problem is solved by Lemma 1. Otherwise, #(Go) > 0 and we can 
compute the next level constant given by the mean value: 
1 .fG J(u) d/~. (4.21) Cl = M( J ,  Co) = P'((3o) --o 
Obviously Co >t cl i> c o since J (u )  <~ co on G o. Now, define the next level set: 
GI = {u I J(u) ~< cl, u ~ G} ~-Go. (4.22) 
Lemma 2 
I f  #(Go) > 0, then #(G~) > 0. 
Now we can compute c: by the same formula (4.21) with c,, G~ substituted for Co, Go. Clearly, 
c o/> c,/> c2 f> c °. Continuing this process, we can determine the successive level constants 
Ck+I=M( J ,  Ck), k=0,1  . . . .  ; Co=J(uo),  uoeG (4.23) 
and successive level sets 
Obviously, 
Gk+I={Ul J (u)<~Ck+I ,  UeGk},  k=O, l , . . . .  
C O ~ C| ~"  "" ~ C k ~"  " " ~ C 0, 
Go~_GI  ~_ . . . ~Gk~.  • . ~_G o. 
Lemma 3 I 
I f  J (u )  v~ const on Go, then strictly Co > cl, Go ~ GI. 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
Theorem 
c*=c o and G*=G O . (4.29) 
In this case the sequence (4.26) of nested inf-compact sets G k has a nonempty compact 
intersection, and we can define: 
G* -  lira Gk= ~ Gk. (4.28) 
k~oo k - I  
Lemma 4 
I f  Ck + ~ = Ck, then ck = c e, Gk ffi G O and vice versa. 
If  the process does not stop by Lemma 4 (which is the case for connected G), then the 
monotonically decreasing sequence (4.25), bounded from below by c e, tends to a limit: 
c* = lira Ck >I C °. (4.27) 
k~ 
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Independently of this theorem, Lemma 4 corresponds to the 
optimality condition [23]: 
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necessary and sufficient global 
c o = M(J,  c°), (4.30) 
from which under appropriate constraint qualifications one can obtain the Kuhn-Tucker Theorem 
[42] in •" and the maximum principle [9] in q/. 
Proofs of Lemmas 1-4 and of the theorem can be found in [11] (for Lemmas I and 4 see also [23]). 
The above procedure can be employed for global solution of differential games, making use of 
the methods developed in [31] for nonlinear games with appropriate modifications due to the 
functional spaces involved in a differential game problem. 
4.3. A Criterion of the Minimax Solution 
We shall present here an optimality condition that will be useful in the subsequent algorithm. 
Consider the sets 
E, = {u(.) e U ]g(u) ~< c}, (4.31) 
/-7, = E, x V = {(u, v) ~ U x VlJ(u, v) <~ c, Vv ~ V}, (4.32) 
where c is a real number and, cf. (4.11), 
g(u) = sup J(u, v), u e U. (4.33) 
t'E V 
To obtain the most general result, we do not impose any conditions upon U, V, J, except hat 
U, V should be nonempty and the functional J should be defined and bounded on U x V. This 
guarantees the existence of a finite inf-sup value 
a ° = inf sup J(u, v). (4.34) 
uEU v6V 
Theorem 4.1 
A real number a is equal to a ° if and only if the following two conditions are both satisfied: 
/:It # ~b for all c > a (4.35) 
17,. = 4) for all c < a. (4.36) 
Proof. Necessity. Suppose a = a ° and c > a; then there is t7 e U such that 
where r /= ½(c - a) > 0. Thus, 
whence 
SU + r/ < c, (4.37) 
J(~, v) ~< a + r /< c for all v e V, (4.38) 
{a} × v R, ¢. (4.39) 
Now, suppose that a = a °, c < a but Rc # ~b, contrary to (4.36). Then there is ~ e U for which (4.39) 
holds, implying, due to (4.32), 
J(tT, v) ~ c for all v e V, 
sup J(a, v) .< c, 
v~V 
hence 
leading to the contradiction with assumed a = a°: 
a ° = inf sup J(u, v) <~ sup J(~, v) ~< c < a. (4.40) 
u~U v~V veV 
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Sufficiency. Suppose that (4.35) and (4.36) both hold. Then from (4.35) we obtain for some t2 ¢ U: 
a ° = inf sup J(u, v) <<, sup J(a, v) ~< c 
ucU v~V vcV 
(4.41) 
for all c > a, implying a ° ~< a. 
Suppose a ° < a and let c = ½(a °+ a), yielding a ° < c < a. Since c > a °, so by definitions (4.34), 
(4.32) we have/7,. # ~, contradicting to (4.36) for c = ½(a °+ a) < a when a ° < a. This leaves the 
only possibility a ° = a, and the proof is complete. [] 
Corollary 4.1 
If c > a °, then/7,  :~ ~; if 1/,. = ~b, then c ~< a °. 
Assume now that hypotheses (AI), (A2) are satisfied, that is, the sets U, V are compact and robust 
and the functional J(u, v) is continuous on U x V. Then we can replace inf, sup in (4.33), (4.34), 
(4.40), (4.41) by min, max and, according to Lemma 4.3 the set A ° (4.13) is nonempty. It is clear 
from (4.13), (4.31) that E~0 = A °, thus for c = a ° in (4.31), (4.32) both sets E~0 and R~0 are nonempty. 
In view of this, we can strengthen the above results. 
Theorem 4.2 
Under (A0, (A2) we have a = a ° if and only if the following two conditions are both satisfied: 
[/c ~ ~b for all c/> a (4.42) 
//c = ~ for all c < a. (4.43) 
Corollary 4.2 
I f c>/a  ° , then/7 ,~; i fR  c=~, thenc<a °. 
It is clear that we can replace R, by Ec in Theorems 4. l, 4.2 and Corollaries 4. l, 4.2, obtaining 
the projected results in the space U of Player 1. 
5. ALGORITHM FOR THE MINIMAX SOLUTION OF 
D IFFERENTIAL  GAMES 
For further development we have to impose a mild additional restriction on the sets U, V of 
admissible controls. 
Definition 5.1 
A set U in a topological space X is said to be inf-connected with regard to a given functional 
g(u), u ¢ U ~ X, iff g(u) is bounded on U from below, i.e. 
inf g(u) ffi a ° > - oo, 
ueU 
and there exists y > 0, such that for any 6, y i> 6 > 0, the set 
/'/6 ffi {u ¢ V Ig(u) < a ° + 6} (5.1) 
is nonempty and simply connected. 
Definition 5.2 
A set V in a topological space Y is said to be sup-connected with regard to a given functional 
h(v), v ¢ V ~ Y, iff h(v) is bounded on V from above, i.e. 
SvU~h(v)=b° < ~, 
and there exists 7 > 0, such that for any 6, ~ ~> 6 > 0, the set 
H' -- {v ~ VIH(v) > b ° - 6} (5.2) 
is nonempty and simply connected. 
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Hypothesis (A~) 
The set U is inf-connected with regard to g (u) of (4.11) and the set V is sup-connected with regard 
to h(v) of (4.14). 
This requirement is purely technical for the following reasons. Disconnected U(V) may be 
nevertheless inf(sup)-connected. Even in the worst case, if, say, the set//6 is disconnected but can 
be decomposed into a finite number m of simply connected sets, then we would apply the 
subsequent algorithm m times and get the entire minimax solution set. (Note that in the algorithm 
iterated sets may be disconnected but inf(sup)-connectedness is preserved). 
5.1. Preliminary Lemmaa 
Lemma 5.1 
Under the hypotheses (A~) and (A2), if 
c > a ° = rain max J(u, v), (5.3) 
u~U v~V 
then there is a neighborhood N6(~) of a certain point ~ ~ U such that 
N6(t~ ) x V c R C. (5.4) 
Proof. Let ~ = 1/2(c - a °) > 0, then a ° < c - ~ < c. There exists ~ E U such that 
g(fi) = max J(t~, v) ~< c - ~ < c. (5.5) 
vEV 
By robustness of  U and by continuity of  g(u) at fi E U, there is a neighborhood N~(~) such that 
g(u) < c for all u ~ N6(=~) (5.6) 
which, due to (4.32), implies (5.4). [ ]  
Corollary 5.1 
Under (AI)-(A3), if c > a °, then/~(//c) > 0. 
Lemma 5.2 
Under (AI)-(A3), i f / /c # ~ and/z(Rc) - 0, then 
c ff ia°=minmaxJ(u,v) and EcfA  °. (5.7) 
ueU veV 
Proof. t l¢# dp implies c I> a ° and if we suppose c > a °, then by Corollary 5.1 we get p(//¢) > 0, 
contradicting the assumption/z(//c) = 0. Thus, c = a ° whence Ec ffi A ° follows from (4.12), (4.13), 
(4.31). [] 
Suppose that a ~< a ° < c, and introduce the level band 
H~ = {(u, v) ~ U × Via <<. J(u, v) <~ c}. (5.8) 
The intersection//c c~H~ is nonempty since .4 0~//~r~ H~, A°# ~b. 
Lemma 5.3 
Under (A0-(A3), if c .  ~> c, E~, is connected and/z(R¢c~H~) ffi 0, then 
g(u) = max J(u, v) = a ° for all u ~ E¢., (5.9) 
vEV 
e . f f iA  ° (5.10) 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that (5.9) does not hold. Then there is u~ ~ E~. such that 
g(ul) ffi c, > a °, since 
a ° = rain g(u). 
ueU 
By connectedness of E¢. and by continuity of g on U (Lemma 4.3), there is ~ ~ E~, such that 
a ° < g(~) = max J(~, v) < rain(c, ci). (5.1 I) 
veV 
C.A.M.W.A, 18/I-~-P 
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Let 
J (a,  t~) = max j (a ,  v), 
V~V 
such ~ e V existing by compactness of V and continuity of J(u, v) on U x V. For the last reason, 
there is also a product neighborhood N0a(a) x N02, N~2 c V, such that 
c >J (u ,v )>a ° for all (u,v)~No,(a) x Nh. (5.12) 
By continuity of g(u) at a and due to g(a) < c, there is a neighborhood N,(a), such that 
N.(fi) x V c/-7,,. 
Take 6 = min(6l, ~/), then 
From (5.8), (5.12) we see that also 
whence 
leading to the contradiction 
No(J)  x No~ = R. 
No(if) x N,h c H~ c Hi, 
N0(a) x Na2 c/7~c~ H~, 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
Remark 5.1 
If U is connected, then we can take E, = U in Corollary 5.3 (which strengthens the resul0 and 
E ,  = U in Lemma 5.3, yielding A ° = U. On the other hand, if U is only inf-connected (A4), then 
we have to take Ec. c H0, E ,c  H0, thus a°< c, c .  < a°+& see minimax algorithm below. 
Example 5.1 
The conclusions of Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 5.3 are nonempty and nontrivial. Indeed, let 
J (u,v)= -u2v2, U= V=[-1 ,  1],a =0,  c > 0. Then we have H, = U x V,H°= U x {0}w{0} x V, 
yielding # (/7,. c~ n °) = 0. 
Thus, we should have 
which is, in fact, the case. 
The solution is trivial: a°ffi g(a) for any a ~ u = [ -1 ,  1], and if one takes a = 0, then no 
maximization is needed since J(0, v) = 0, yielding a ° = g(0) ffi 0. The game is degenerate and totally 
in the hands of player v. 
g(u) = max J(u,v) -- const, 
VEV 
Remark 
All the lemmas and corollaries in this section provide only sufficient conditions. 
5.2. The Global Minimax Algorithm 
We shall construct two sequences ak, ck (k = 1, 2 . . . .  ) that solve the game for Player 1. For each 
Ck, ak consider the set E, k (4.31) and the sets//ok (4.32), H~f (5.8). To simplify notations, we denote 
Ek f E~, ,  k=l ,2 , . . .  
Ilk =/7c~ m H~f, k = 1, 2 . . . . .  (5.17) 
Corollary 5.3 
Under (A~) to (A3), if c/> a °, E, is connected and g(u) # const on E,., then 
~(zT, n H~) > 0. 
~(R~n n~)/> ~(,%(~) x N~) > O, 
with the assumption of the lemma. Thus, (5.9) is proved and (5.10) obviously follows from (5.9) 
and (4.13). [] 
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Since ck, ak will be constructed in such a way that always ck >1 a ° >1 ak, SO Ek # Ck, Ilk ~ dp because 
A 0 # ~b and A °c_ Ekc  Ilk for all k = 1, 2 . . . . .  
We note that evaluation of/7, by (4.32) means, in fact, the evaluation of its component E~ (4.31) 
and can be accomplished by the "cover" method [31], in case if it is impossible to describe E~ 
analytically. By the same method we can evaluate H~ (5.8), thus, all Hk (5.17) are well defined, can 
be effectively computed and their measures #(Hk), k = 1, 2 . . . . .  can be evaluated. 
Consider the mean value operator 
Ilk) = ~ ~ J(u, v) dg, M(J, (5.18) #(n~) J,, 
which is analogous to (4.21) with Hk in place of Go. For each Hk, with g(Hk) > 0, the mean value 
(5.18) can be effectively computed by the deterministic cover method (see [31], the first algorithm), 
or by its random version with the discrete mean value operator [31], or by the cover method with 
exclusions (see [31], the second algorithm) made by a deletion operator similar to that employed 
in the cubic algorithm [29], the latter for Lipschitzian J(u, v). It is important that precision in the 
mean value computations (5.18) is not required, this not affecting the convergence of the algorithm, 
nor the precision of the minimax solution, as can be seen below. 
Consider arbitrary bounds c t> a °, a ~< a °, c > a and suppose that #(Hc n H~) > 0. Due to (4.32), 
(5.8), (5.17), the mean value of J actually depends on the bounds c, a, so that we can write, instead 
of (5.18) 
= 1 fn. J(u, v) d#. (5.19) b=b(c ,a )=M( J , c ,a )  #(/ / ,nH~)_  .~/~ 
By definition of H~ (5.8), it is clear that c i> b t> a. 
l_.emma 5.4 
Under (Ai) to (A3), 
if b=c ,  then a °=c ,  A °=Ec;  (5.20) 
if b=a,  then a °=a,  A °=Eo.  (5.21) 
Proof. Consider the case c I> a ° > a and suppose, on the contrary, that b = c but a ° < c. Let 
2~/=c-a  °, then a°<c-~l=l /2 (c+a°)<c .  Since A°#dp, A°cF lcnH~,  so there is 
(u °, v °) • / / c  n H~, such that J(u °, v °) = a °. Consider a neighborhood Nr(u °, v°). Due to robustness 
of U × Vand to the continuity of J over U × V, there is a small 6 and a set S O -- Nr(u °, v°)c~ U × V 
such that J(u, v)< c -r l  for all (u, v )•  S °. The set S O is robust, as the intersection of an open 
Nr(u °, v °) and robust U × V. Consider the set 
N o = SOn {u, v la < J(u, v) < c}. (5.22) 
Since a < a ° < c - r /< c, so N O # ~b. Moreover, as the intersection of robust S o and an open set 
at the right side of (5.22), the set N 0 is robust, thus, #(N °) > 0. Since S O c/~¢, so by (5.8), (5.22) 
the set NO c/7~ c~ H~. Now we can write 
= 1 [ fR J (u 'v )d#+S~J (u 'v )d#]  b #(R,.c~H~) ~s~-~ 
~(//~n ~) c[1c - '7  ~< ~(B, n H:) - ~(N °) + ~(Bcn H:) ~(N °) 
/~(~V °)
-- c - t? #(R, nH~) < c, (5.23) 
contradicting to the assumed b --c. This proves that a °= c. Since 
a ° -- min g(u), 
ugU 
so always g(u) >t a °. Now, Ec -- {u • U Ig(u) ~< c} -- {u • U la ° ~< g(u) <~ c}, hence, due to a ° --- c, we 
get A ° = {u • Ulg(u) = a ° } --- E~. 
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Consider the second case c > a ° >I a and suppose, on the contrary, that b = a but a ° > a. Let 
2~1 = a ° - a, then a ° > a + ql = 1/2 (a + a °) > a. Now, we take 6 so small that the robust set S o 
constructed above be such that c - )1 > J(u, v) > a + ql for all (u, v) ~ S °. Then we form the same 
set N o (5.22) which is nonempty since c > c - )1 > a ° > a + qt > a, contained in iqcC~ H~ and robust, 
thus, p (N °) > 0, so that we can write, similarly to (5.23) 
1 I fn  J (u ,v )d#+f  J(u,v)d#] b =U(/TcC~/-/~) , ,~_~ 
a [ ] a+, t  (NO ) 
"~>#(B,.c~H~) #(O"nHa) -#(N] )  +#(R,.nH~) 
~,(N °) 
= a + ~h #(~c~ H~) > a, (5.24) 
contradicting to the assumed b = a. This proves that a ° = a and A ° = Ea. [] 
I.emma 5.5 
Under (A0 to (A3), if b = a and Ec is connected, then Ec = Ea = A ° 
Proof. We need only to prove E,. = Ea since Ea = A ° and a = a ° is proved in Lemma 5.4 without 
connectedness of E,.. Always Ea :- E, for a < c. Suppose, on the contrary, that Ec ~ Ea. Then there 
is a point ~7 6 E~, z7 ¢ Ea = A °, such that g(a) = ~ > a. Clearly, ~ ~< c, so that we have a ° = a < ~ ~< c. 
Let 4~ = ~ - a. Since E,. is connected and A o = Ea =~ q~, we can take u* on a line connecting t7 6 E~ 
with u°~ A °, such that 
g(u*) = max J(u*, v) = a + 2)1. 
t 'EV  
It implies the existence of a neighborhood Nr(u*, v*) for certain v* ~ V, such that a < a + ~/~< 
J(u,v) <<. a + 3)7 < c for all (u, v) e Nr(u*, v*), meaning that also Nr(u*, v*) c f]cn H~. Clearly, 
#(N~) > 0 since N~ = N~(u*, v*) is open. I f  we use this N~(u*, v*) in place o fN  ° in (5.24), we come 
to the contradiction b > a, which proves the lemma. [] 
We shall use the appropriation (replacement) operator as follows: the notation k,=k + 1 means 
the replacement of the integer k in the counter by k + 1; the notation c~+ t,=M(J, Ilk) means the 
computation of the mean value by (5.18) and then its substitution for Ck + I. 
The minimax value a ° is not known, however, its bounds ci > a ° and at < a ° can be easily 
assigned; for example, one can take ci so high and al so low that H~ = U × V and employ in the 
subsequent algorithm directly Hi = U × V instead of assigning ct, ai, al < a ° < c]. In the notation 
c~,=c~ the left side stands for the cell "cl" and its contents, if defined, and the right side means 
the number c] to be put in the cell "cl". Similarly, in the notation A°,=Ek, A ° stands for an array 
of cells and its contents, if defined, and Ek means the array of numbers describing a set Ek to be 
evaluated and put in the array A 0 of computer cells. The array A 0 contains a fixed number, say, 
n of cells; A °,ffi0 means that they all are filled with zeros. I f  Ek contains nk < n numbers, then the 
remaining cells of.40 are filled with zeros. If  nk > n, then only first n numbers (points) are computed 
and put in A °. These notations allow us to describe the algorithm in a compact form of a computer 
language. 
The algorithm 
Step 1. Input. Assign the minimax cell a°:=0, the precision )7 ,=)7 > 0; the constant arrays A°,= U, 
V,ffi V; the counter k,ffi 1; the variable bounds cl,--cl, al,--at and the mean value b~,=0; the variable 
arrays Et,=O, H~,=O; the measure cell #i,--l .  
Step 2. Form Ek, Ilk by checking the conditions in (4.32), (5.8), (5.17), starting with U, V in the 
arrays A °, V. Compute #k,ffi#(Hk). 
Comment. Instead, one can assign c~,=O, al,=0, El,ffi U, HI,= U × V and go to step 5. In this case 
step 3 is skipped until both cells "Ck" and "ak" are filled with values bk from step 5. 
Step 3. I f  c~--ak < )7, then a°,fCk, A°,=Ek, go to step 10. 
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Step 4. If/~k = 0, then A °,=Ek; take a point 12 ~ Ek and compute 
a°,=max J (a ,  v); 
t ' sV  
go to step 10. 
Comment .  The value a ° in step 4 is computed by the algorithm described in Section 4.2 with the 
opposite inequalities in (4.20), (4.24). 
Step 5. Compute bk ,=M( J ,  I lk) ,  using (5.18). 
Step 6. If bk = Ck, then aO,=ck, A° ,=Ek ,  go to step 10. 
Step 7. If bk=ak, then a°,=ak; form Eak by checking (4.32) and fill A°,=Ea~; go to step 10. 
Comment .  If Ek is connected, then in step 7 do simply A°,=Ek . 
Step 8. Check: if/Tb~ = ~b, then ak'=bk, k ,=k  + 1, go to step 2. 
Step 9. If/Tbk ¢: q~, then Ck'=bk, k,=k + 1, go to step 2. 
Step 10. Output:  a °, A °. End. 
Remarks  
Remark  5.2. Certain steps are interchangeable, .g. steps 3 and 4, 6 and 7, 8 and 9. 
Remark  5.3. One can see a profound analogy between the above minimax algorithm and the 
algorithm for global optimal control described in Section 4.2. However, the latter is monotonic 
whereas the minimax algorithm is alternating which necessitates further study. 
Remark  5.4. After passing once through step 8 or if al < a0 for sure, step 7 is idle and can be 
omitted. 
This implies that both sequences tend to 
5.3. The Convergence Theorem 
Let r /= 0 and suppose that the algorithm does not stop at steps 4, 6, 7. Then it will be running 
permanently, producing sequences ak, Ck, k = 1, 2 . . . .  
Since in the algorithm we have at each step /:/ak = ~b and /Tck # ~b, so by Theorem 4.2 and 
Corollary 4.2 we conclude that 
ak < a ° <~ Ck for all k = 1, 2 . . . .  (5.25) 
Furthermore, due to definitions (4.32), (5.8), (5.17) and by construction of the mean value 
operator (5.18), both sequences ak, Ck are monotonic and bounded, so that we have 
al <~ a: <<." ." <<. ak <~ ak + l <<.'" " < a°, (5.26) 
cl >i C2 >~ " " " >I Ck >I Ck + l >1"'" >~ a °. (5.27) 
certain limits which we denote as follows: 
By virtue of (5.25), it is clear that 
a*= lim ak, (5.28) 
k~oo 
c*= lim Ck. (5.29) 
a* ~< a ° ~< c*. (5.30) 
We have also the sequence of nested compact sets 
El ~-E2~- " " " ~--Ek ~--Ek + I ~--" " " ~_A 0, (5.31) 
which correspond to the sequence Ck (5.27) and are evaluated at step 2. The sets (5.31) have a 
nonempty compact intersection, and we can define: 
oO 
E*= lim Ek = ('~ Ek. (5.32) 
It is clear that A°c_E  *. 
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If in addition to (5.25)-(5.30) we had 
lim (c, - ak) = 0, (5.33) 
then we would immediately conclude that a* =a°=c * and E* =A °. In general, however, 
the limit (5.33) may be positive, so that we need some more study about the nature of a*, c* 
and E*. 
By the algorithm, it is clear that at least one of the sequences {ak}, {Ck} has infinitely many 
different erms. 
Theorem 5.1 
Always A°= E*. Furthermore, (1) if both {Ck} and {ak} have infinitely many different erms, 
then a* = a ° = c*; (2) if only {ck } has infinitely many different erms, then c* = a°; (3) if only {ak } 
has infinitely many different erms, then a* = a°; in this case, if U is connected and ct > a °, then 
Ek=U=A°fora l l k= l ,2  . . . . .  
Proof. Let us prove c*= a ° in case (2). Suppose, on the contrary, that c* >a ° and let 
2~ = c* - a ° > 0. Within the set H~ = ~:_~ c~ H~.k_y we have J(u, v) <~ c* - y for all k = 1, 2 . . . . .  
Then we obtain 
1 I f ,  j (u ,v )du+f , , , j (u ,v )d t~ l  Ck+¿ = bk = l l (Hk) k- Ilk~ 
whence 
C k .< ~ [v(nk) - , (H, ,)]  + (c* - y)/z(H~) (5.34) 
/~(Hk) ' 
. v (n , )  > , (n~. )  
c k - c ~ + ~ >>" (c ~ - c * + ~ ~ ~--~5~ ) ~ ~-Th-~ ) 
contradicting the existence of the limit (5,29). Thus, c*= a °. 
it follows that E*={ueUIg(u)<~c*},  hence, due to c*=a ° and g(u)>>.a °, we get 
A°= {u ~ UIg(u)=a °} =E* .  
In case (3), suppose, on the contrary, that a* <a °. Let 2 t /=a° -a  * >0.  Within the set 
H a*+" we have J(u, v) >1 a* + rl for all k = 1, 2 . . . . .  Then we obtain H~'. = Er  :~__,~ 
#(H*~) ak >>. [#(nk) --/t (n*,)] + (a* + r/) 
v(nk)  brink) 
> 0, (5.35) 
Further, from (5.31), (5.32) 
whence 
= ak + (a*  - -  ak + rl) #(H* . )  
~(n, )  ' 
(5.36) 
./~(H~'n) #(H~'n) > ^ 
ak+l - -ak~(a* - -akd- r l ) - -~k)  >r l - - -~k  ) U, (5.37) 
contradicting the existence of the limit (5.28). 
The case (1) is proved by the same contradictions with minor difference that now, due to 
alternating choices between {Ck} and {ak}, we should write in (5.34), (5.36): Ck+l = bin, m >>. k; 
ak + i = bn, B >I k,  n # m - -  with everything else remaining the same. 
To complete the proof, let us show that in case (3) for connected U and ci > a ° we have 
,4 o = E*  = Ek = U for all k = l ,  2 . . . . .  Suppose, on the contrary, that it is not the case, meaning 
that there exists a E U for which g(a) > a °. Let k0 be the index after which c k = cko for all k I> k 0. 
In connected U, on a line joining ~ and u°eA °, we can find a point u '~U such that 
c~ o> g(u') = a' > a °, Let 2y = a' - a ° > O. There is v' ¢ V such that a ° + ~ < J(u', v') < a'. 
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Consider a neighborhood N~ (u', v'). Due to robustness of U x V and to the continuity of J over 
U x V, there is a small ~ and a set S6=N6(u',v')c~U x Vsuch that a°+y <J(u,v)<a" for all 
(u, v) ~ S~. The set S~ is robust, as the intersection of an open N6(u', v') and robust U x V. Since 
ak < a ° < a ° + 7 < a' = g(u') < Cko, so S, c i~ck c~ Hc~ for all k = k0, k0 + 1 . . . . .  Employing the set 
S~,/a(S~) > 0, in place of H*~ in (5.36), we obtain, instead of (5.37): 
~(s~) > ~(s~) > 
ak+l--ak >~(a°--ak +Y) ~-~)  Y~-'~k) U, 
contradicting the existence of the limit (5.28). Hence, A ° = U and the proof is complete. [] 
Definition 5.3 
The game for Player 1 is said to be regular if there exist such a~, c~, a~ < a ° < ct, that (5.33) 
holds. 
In other words, regular games correspond to case (1) of Theorem 5.1. The reason for the 
introduction of the notion of regular games is that for such games tep 3 of the algorithm works 
for any r /> 0, therefore, an r/-precise solution is always obtained in a finite number N(tt) of 
iterations. 
Theorem 5.2 
Under (At)-(A3), the game for Player 1 is regular, if U is connected and there exist two points 
(ul, vt), (u2, v2) in U x V such that J(ul, vl) < a ° < J(u2, v2). 
Theorem 5.3 
Under (A~)-(A3), if U x V is connected and 
min J(u, v) < max min J(u, v) ~ min max J(u, v) < max J(u, v), 
(u .v )~UxV wV u~U ueU v~V (u ,v)~UxV 
then the game is regular for both players. 
The proofs of these theorems follow the same ideas and are left to the reader. 
As is clear from Theorem 5.3, most games are regular. A regular game does not 
necessarily produce infinite sequences {ak}, {ck} for every a~, c~. A fully symmetric game is 
regular, however, if a~, ct are such that HI = U x V, then b 2 --- a ° and the solution is obtained in 
one iteration, see example below (this property can be taken as a definition of a fully symmetric 
game). 
The global minimax algorithm solves the game problem for Player 1. It is clear that the same 
approach and the same ideas can be used also for maximin solution of Player 2. However, some 
modifications in the algorithm are necessary as well as in certain lemmas and theorems. We leave 
it open for further research. 
5.4. Example 
To illustrate the method and to simplify calculations, we consider a game without differential 
constraints (l.l). This implies finite dimensional controls u, v, so that we can use the Riemann 
measure and simplify the computation of integrals. 
The problem 
Let J (u,v)=lul  ~-  Ivl p, 1 >y  >0,  1 >/Y >0,  U=[-1 ,  1], V=[- I ,  1], t /=0.1. Find the value 
a ° = min max J(u, v) 
uEU v~V 
and the set 
.4 ° = {u ~ Ulmax J(u, v) = a°). 
veV 
By inspection, the solution is obvious: a°= O, A °= {0}. However, one-sided erivatives at the 
origin tend to infinity, thus, traditional methods fail. We shall see how the integral method works 
in such a case. 
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Solution 1 (by application of the minimax criterion) 
Since J(u, 1)~<0, so / /c= {(u,v)e U x V[ lu[ ~-  IvlP< c, Vv e v} #~ Vc >~0. 
Since J ( l ,  v) i> 0, Vv e V, so R c = ~b, Vc < 0. 
Applying Theorem 4.2, see (4.42), (4.43), we conclude that a°= 0, whence 
A° -  - {u e l - l ,  1]lmaxJ(u,v)=luV=O }-- {0}. 
v6V 
Solution 2 (by the algorithm) 
We do not know a °=J(u °,v °) for certain unknown u °eU,  v °~V.  However,  
- 100 <~ J(u, v) ~< 100 for any (u, v) e U x V, so that we can take at = - 100, cl = 100, obtaining 
//~, = H~I = U x V, thus, Hi = Re, n H~I = U x V = [ -  1, 1] x [ -  1, 1],/z(Hl) ffi 4 > 0 and we pass 
step 4. Since cl - a~ = 200 > 0.1 = ~/, so we pass step 3. At step 5 we compute 
b2=M(J, Hi) = 1 Iu j (u,v)d# l f~ f~ ([ul~_,vl,)dud v 
;o'; fo' ' ;  ' ' = (u ~-v  ~)dudv= u ~du-fl+------~ du=7+l - -  f l+ l "  (5.38) 
Case 1. Suppose y=fl, then b2=O. &~--{(u,v)~uxvI lu l , - lv l~<<.o,  vv~v}= 
{(u,v) e U x V IJul ~< Ivl ,  ¥v e V} = {0} x [ -1 ,  1] # ¢, thus, step 8 is passed and at step 9 
we have c2=b2=0, a2=a~=-lO0. Returning to step 2, we have H~2=H~i°°= 
{(u, OEU×Vl-lOO<<.luly-lvl'<<.o}, H2=Hb2nH~={0}x[ -1 ,1 ] ,  /~(n2)- -0 ,  thus, the 
solution is A 0 = E2 = {0} and 
a°ffimaxJ(O,v)ffi max (-Ivl')--0. 
ve V ve[-I,I] 
Step 10: output a °, A°; end. 
Case 2. Suppose ~ < ~; let, say, ~ ffi 1/3, fl ffi 1/2, then b2 = (3/4) - (2/3) ffi 1/12 > 0. / /~ # ~, 
thus step 8 is passed and at step 9 we have c2 ffi b2 ffi 1/12, a2 = a~ ffi -100 .  Returning to step 2, 
we have 
H2={(u ,v )E  U x Vl [ulV - [v lP <<, c2, Vv e V} n {(u, v)e U x Vl - lOO <<. [u l , -  Iv lP <<. cd 
= {(u, v) e [ -1 ,  11 x [ -1 ,  l ] l lu l  ~-  Iv la~<~,Vv  e l - l ,  11}; 
f: ; /~(H2) - du dv ffi 4c2 = 1 > 0, c 2 1 
and we pass step 4. Since c2 - a2 > 100 > 0.1 = ~/, so we pass step 3. At step 5 we compute 
,f'rr ] ; f: = ( lu l~- Iv le )du  dr= 1 dv (u~-v" )du  
b3 ~2C2 J _ | l j  _c2 C] * 
l ; ( cV  1 ) c~ 1 
=7= \gT-~ -c=~" d~=~+l ~+1 
3 
3 ~ -- 0.3276 - 0.6666 ffi -0 .3390.  -- 4(l 2)1/3 
Rbsffi{(u,v)~[-l,l]x[-1,1]l[ulV-[vlP<<,-0.3390<O, Vv¢[ - l ,1 ]}=~b,  empty, thus, at 
step 8 we have a3 = b3 ffi -0 .3390,  c3 ffi c2 - 1/12 --- 0.0833. 
It is easy to see that steps 2 and 3 are interchangeable, so, to save computer  time, we go to 
step 3 and check: c3 - a3 ffi 0.0833 + 0.3390 = 0.4223 > 0.1 = t/. We pass step 3 and go to step 2. 
H, = {(u, v) ~ U × VI lu l, - Iv lP <<. c,, Vv E V} n {(u, v) ~ U × Vla3 <<. lu l~ - lv l, <~ c,}; 
/~(H3) ---- dv ffi 4 du dv -- 4 (u ~' - a3)~ du, 
, [vlll lg lu[~ - a3 
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where we noted that [ u I v - c3 ~< 0 ~< [u I v - a3 ~< 1. To calculate the last integral, one generally needs 
a computer or an approximation by the power series. In our case, however, fl = 1/2, so that 
ff3 . f c 2~ c~ 02 ) (5.39) #(1"/3)=4 (uV-a3)2du=ac3~.2~-~_l 2a3 ~- -~ + 
4,+ ) = ~ + 2.0.3390 . + 0.33902 = 0.1505. 
#(//3) > 0 and step 4 is passed. We compute at step 5: 
4. 
J(u, v) dl~ = du J(u, v) dv = 4 (u v - v #) dv du 
3 c3 ~[vl#~lul~-a3 do LJ0 
=4ff3[uV(uV_a3)} (uV- a3)l+}-] J 
=4;:3[uV(u'--a3) 2 (u v] ~_---aai3 ) .] du 
f c3 (1L/3~, 2 V 2 3 
=4J0  ~ --a3u +~a3)du 
=4c3 3(3~+ 1) a2-~ +~a3 
1/  1 2 3 ) =_  ~ 3 
3 ~6-~- -  a3 ~ '~ + 3a3 
= ~(0.0139 -- 0.0376 -- 0.0260) = --0.0166; 
(5.40) 
1 fH J(u,v)d# = -0.0166 b 4 = M(J,/-/3) = #(h3 ) , 0.150-'--"~ = --0.1101; 
Rb = {(u, v)~ [--1 , 1] x [--1, llllulV-lvla< --0.1101, Vv e l - - l ,  11} =¢,  
thus, at step 8 we have a4=b4=-0.1101, c4=c3=0.0833. We go to step 3 and check: 
c4-a4 = 0.1934 > 0.1 = q, so we continue with step 2. 
It is clear that we can use the same formulae (5.39) and (5.40) as recurrence relations for different 
ak, Ck, k =4,  5 , . . . ,  so we have: 
c~ - 2 
#(H4) = 4c4 ( f~-  1 2a, ~- -~- r  a . )  > 0, 
and, passing step 4, we go to step 5: 
b5 = M(J,//4) = 1 f J(u, v) dg 
#(/-/4) 
cr4 2 3 c, 3v alT_Ti+ a, 
3(3y + 1) 
(5.41) 
v 
2y + 1 2a4 ~ + a~ 
0.0139 - 0.0040 - 0.0009 0.0090 
= 0.0453; 
= 0.1144 + 0.0721 + 0.0121 = 0.1986 
I/b,-- {(u, v )~[ -1 ,  1] x [ -1 ,  1]llu]V-lvJ#<<,O.O453, Vv ~[-1 ,  1]} ~¢,  
thus, at step 9 we have c5 -- b5 = 0.0453, a5 = a4 = -0.1101. Since by the algorithm we always have 
ck I> 0, ak < 0, so in view of (5.39) we shall always have /~(Hk)> 0, k = 4, 5 . . . . .  thus, step 4 
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can be dropped henceforth. At step 3 we check: c5 -  a5 = 0.1554 > 0.1 = r/, so we continue with 
step 5 again, using (5.41) with c5, a5 instead of c4, a4. We get 
0.0076 - 0.0032 - 0.0009 0.0035 
b6 = 0.0763 + 0.0589 + 0.0121 = 0.1473 = 0.0238. 
Since b6 > 0, so//b6 ~ qb, thus, at step 9 we have c6 = b6 = 0.0238, a6 = a5 = -0.1101. The check at 
step 3 gives c 6 -a  6 = 0.1339 > 0.1 = ~/, so we repeat step 5 (5.41) with c6, a6. We get 
0.0040 - 0.0026 - 0.0009 0.0005 
b7 = 0.0496 + 0.0475 + 0.0121 = 0.1092 = 0.0046. 
Again Rb7 # ~b, and we have c7 = b7 = 0.0046, a7 = a6 ----- -0.1101, thus c7 - a7 > 0.1 = t/, and we 
repeat 
0 .0008-  0 .0015-  0.0009 -0.0016 
b8 = 0.0166 + 0.0275 + 0.0121 = 0.056------~ = -0.0285. 
Since b8 < 0, so/Tbs = ~, thus, at step 8 we have as = b8 = -0.0285, ca = c7 = 0.0046. 
The check at step 3 gives c8 -  as = 0.0331 < 0.1 = r/, hence, the problem is solved with the 
precision greater than 0.033 and we have a°= cs = 0.0046, 
h ° = gs = {u ~ [ -  1, 1]11 u I 1/3 ~< 0.0046} = {u I - 10-7 ~< u ~< 10 .7 }. 
Step 10: output a °, A°; end. 
Case 3. Suppose ~ > fl; let, say, ~ = 1/2,/~ = 1/3, then b3 = (2/3) - (3/4) = - 1/12 < 0. Rb 2 = ~b, 
and at step 8 we have a2 = b2 = - 1/12, c: = cl = 100. We leave this case to the reader as an exercise. 
Remark 
It is clear that with differential constraints (1.1) the algorithm is the same but calculations are 
more involved. It is necessary to use the Q-measure (Section 3) and to solve differential equations 
(1.7) in order to compute the integrals (5.18). One basic difficulty here is to evaluate the sets Hk. 
With some experience, however, it is easy to see that this difficulty can be dealt with in many ways; 
for example, one can use a random version of the algorithm, similar to the approach presented 
in [31]. Of  course, an p/-precise solution does not yield the exact a °, A ° represented by the limits 
a* = c*, E*. However, the r/-precise solution for a regular game isfinite, and with the application 
of computer graphics the exact a °, A ° can be visualized on the screen even from a relatively low 
dimensional R"-approximation of u(.), v(.) by the n-term finite sums of their Fourier series (in 
the same way as, for example, a bang-bang control can be recognized on the screen from a finite 
sum of its half range sine series, see example in [30]), 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
New, variation-free method is proposed for global solution of differential games. The method 
is based on the integral global optimization approach extended onto functional spaces, in particular 
L2, and delivers (in the limit) the exact global minimax and maximin solutions. A new, pilot set 
construction is introduced and proven to deliver an accurate approximation of the general compact 
decision set. The uniform Q-measure over the pilot set is proposed. A necessary and sufficient 
global minimax condition is presented. On this basis the global minimax algorithm is worked out 
that delivers an ~/-precise minimax solution of a regular game (new notion introduced here) in a 
finite number of iterations. The convergence theorem is proved and examples are considered to 
illustrate the ideas and the algorithm. 
The paper presents a totally new development in the differential game theory, breaking away 
from the variation-based classical tradition. The new approach is capable to solve global problems 
irrespective of convexity considerations. It is worked out thoroughly to produce computational 
algorithms one of which is presented in the paper. The research has broad applications to 
pursuit-evasion games and lays out a new foundation for developing practical computer codes for 
deterministic global solution of general nonconvex differential games. 
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